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I. 

Abstract 

Characterizations of the response function and 
of integral properties of the strenqth function via a moment expan
sion are discussed. SUB rule expressions for the moments in the 
RPA are derived. The validity of these sun rules for both density 
independent and density dependent interactions is proved. For forces 
of the Skyrme type, analytic expressions for the plus cne and plus 
three energy weighted sum rules are given for isoscalar monopole and 
quadrupole operators. Proa these, a close relationship between the 
•onopole and q-.<adrupole energies is shown and tholr dependence on 
incompresslbility and effective mass is studied. The inverse 
energy weighted sua rule iscomputed numerically for the monopole 
operator, and an upper bound for the width of the monopole reso
nance is given. Finally the reliability of moments -jlven by the 
RPA with effective interactions is discussed using siispl* soluble 
models for the hamiltonian, and also by comparison with experimental 
data. 



1. reTROBUCTXCJI 

Recently, there has been a renewed interest in 
the properties of the excitation spectrum of nuclear collective 
states, both experimentally, with the study of new giant reso
nances, and theoretically, with the generalization of the use o£ 
density dependent effective interactions which allow a consis
tent description of ground and collective states within micros
copic aodels of collective Motion derived from TDHP. (A coaplete 
list of references both on experimental and theoretical work can 
'.-. found in ( 1|X The isproveoent in experimental data has allowed ans 

to establish,as in the well known case of giant dipole resonances, 
simple dependences with respeR to the mass number A of the 
position of the giant resonances as well as the existence of 
rather detailed fine structure in light nuclei. Currently these 
properties are being studied theoretically using models based on 
RPA, the small amplitude limit of TOHF. and reasonable egreement 
between theory and experiment has been found in cases where detailed 
calculation* have been performed. This requires however a rather 
Important effort in computation, and the results of these RPA 
'diagonallxatlocs* although very complete are always numerical, 
thus not being very adequate la giving a physical underr-
tandlng on ssch collective properties as e.g. the A dependence 
referred to above. The present work (preliminary versions of 
part of it have been given In Refs.l 2 and 3)J is focused on the 
use and evaluation, mainly in RPA, of sum rules to characterise 
such systematic properties of the collective spectrum. Furthermore 
it has been shown la previous publications I 4,5,6 S how othar 
collective models, i.e. GO!, cranking, A.TBBP,... caa tes relates! 
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to RFA by use of the same family of suns riles discussed here, so 
that once the properties of the spectrum given by the latter are 
determined, the connection with other theories of collecti e 
motion can be aade in a systeciatlc way. Use of sua rules does not 
provide information as detailed as the numerical calculations 
already mentioned ; its interest lies rather in the possibility 
of obtaining expressions for some average properties of the 
collective spectrum which being analytical, allow a better study 
of systematic properties like the A~ * law or the /?)k> beha
viour of iECscalar quadrupole resonances. They also allow one to 
.. idy correlations between e.g. properties of the effective 
interactions used and location of collective states. The use
fulness of sum rules can also be illustrated by the study of the 
response of the nucleus to the interaction with a projectile : 
the closure approximation constitutes the simplest approximation 
to the response of the nucleus when a single sum rule is known. 
The discussion of its validity and its Improvement leads to series 
expansions la terms of sum rules. In many cases it might happen 
that due to collective effect» one does not need to know the 
spectrum In full detail to describe the reaction process, but 
that a few sum roles will suffice, thereby making the physics 
more transparent. 

The present article is organized as follows : 
Section 2 deals with general properties of the strength and 
response functions, and expansions of these in terms of sum rules 
which may prove useful in practice. Section 3 discusses the eva
luation of sum rules in RPA, with special emphasis on problems 
related to how the density dependence of the effective Inter
action affects the sum rules. Section 4 is devoted to appllcatioma 
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various sura rules a.r-e evaluated for forces of tte Shyrcs type 
and estimates are given for average energies and widths of 
collective resonances. Via analytical expressions, relations 
between average monopole and quadrupole energies are presented. 
Free the same expressions, the explicit analytic connections 
between these energies and properties like nuclear incoapressi-
bllities and effective Basses are derived. Section 5 is concerned 
with the problem of the reliability of RPA scaents and their 
connection both with exact mcsEents and with the appropriate 
experimental quantities. 



S. 

2. PROPERTIES OF THE STRFNGTH FUNCTION 

2.1 - Integrals of the strength function and their expansions 

in terms of «ascnts 

The response of the ground state of the 

nucleun to the action of an arbitrary physical operator Q (e.g. 

a aultipole musent), is completely cbaracterlzed by its associated 

strength function, defined as : 

s ( E ) s [^iqi^/iV) i 2 l ) 

where /o) , In) are the ground and excited states of the system, 

satisfying <0/0^ - {nfn^ ^ i. and E Q are excitation energies. 

In general there will be a continuas contribution to (2.1) 

besides the discrete contributions explicitly indicated by the 

discrete sua on n. Ke will never need to distinguish between the 

two, and understand a sun on n. In (2.1) and below, to include 

both kinds of terms. By convention, we will always use operators 

0 such tùat 

i.e. in case the physical Q does not fulfil this condition, a* 

is for Instance the case with 0 - r 2, we will subtract <OlQ\0} 

from it (0;-»G-<0JO|O> î-

Very often, tne properties of the nucleus 

relevant to experiaental •«•mr«— nti can be directly related to 
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weighted Integrals of the strength function, i.e. : 

The explicit expressions of f and Q dspend on the physical process 

considered. Me shall always assuae that f is continuous and that 

all its required derivatives exist. In practice however, the 

function f say have discontinuities, e.g. when E reaches the 

upper liait allowed by the energy available in the entrance channel, 

f aay drop to zero discontinuonsly. This is equivalent to rcalaĉ ng in 

(?.T1 the upper Integration 1 irrt : by this value. Other (Sisn.of..' ;̂..;iLi«s 

will not be considered here. 

The weighting function f (E) is complete! / 

determined by the physical process considered, i-«3 does not 

involve any nuclear structure Information. We will assiste it to 

be known. Cto the oti^r hand, . S(E) contains all the nuclear response 

Information required. Our purpose in this section is to separate 

as much as possible these two aspects of the problem, and to dis

cuss specific integral properties of S(E) relevant for the 

computation of I £. TO do this we first define the moments of the 

strength 'unction as : 

,feS Ç s t e ) E*<*£ 
'"'•* i - - ' | 2 . 4 > 

with k intogxal. Clorsd expressions for these (sua rules) will be 

given in the folloHinj sections. Here we will focus on the expansion 

of I. in terms of appropriate sets of m. . In practice, only a feu 

of the m. can be calculated and/or extracted reliably frea 
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experlaent, and '.ftat the complete character tzatA-sn of S IE} 1» 

terras of assents is at present of rather aca&Eaic interest. Pros 

these, however, approximate truncated? expansions can bs £srl-/<ed 

which are •»<" practical interest. 

In «hat folio*»» the M^ under diesrassion uill 

be asstiaed to be finite ; for instate if Q = z ana the Ity ar* 

haraonic oscillator eigenstateo alî the IL are finite„ jjsgt *.o 

•any practical situations the it fcr fc bigger than soaoe k are 

divergent , e-«. for a point Ccaloeb potential k c = 3 . 

m i s tbd.ll be discussed at length in sect S. All the expressions 

given below are valid only when all the £k appearing in tbesa are 

finite. 

The simplest expansion of 1- is obtained fr>a 

the Taylor scries of f (E) at E = F (Ë y 0) s 

Thus, knowing all the positive mement» of the s»reagth function 

completely det^rsines its integral properties. However to derive 

(2.6) fro» (2.5) a rather stringent conditio» is required i.e. 

the Taylor series aast be absolutely convergent in all the 

integration domain, or at least in that part of it for which S(E) 

is nonvanishing. This condition is not always fulfilled in 

practice and then expansion (2.6) is not guaranteed to converge. 

this gives 

http://tbd.ll
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U&ttccs Osai. EJbs f i r s t tena j r . (Ti.fA •$&&<£& 

ties issll tessam clossare asjpïn&zSarairJi/îs: Î«J ; , , TiiaJiEe fclœs f i r s * fcsa* 

l<oaS f̂ » tfce s&setiawss ca l i f . ' , "ijagtxtyycd cloqua-®1* approz imasfciuEn: 

guwd s œ r c i s s f a l l y fcy rs-rissai a'icj*srsil 7-Sïî W> «sJûaste I j te&s^als 

ajp^eariJsj is. roast; cajstssre arates, cSIsaeirsJ.ssiO c©rr©r£A&cs IJS 

elestsross scat t e r AJ&J asrii pisna elosntrsçws^îaartiss-

Jtlfcœrsiatitire <eBjs33>si©!is a>£ I - care Sae <jires: 

by a jot isg t b a t si-see f (IEJ i s t o be i a s d «wly i s t'es i c t e r w a i 

&S E<9» , ttsssre i s as» ga^bi-jait.? ïœ «siaiç E 2 ass aai issdejasSBiesat 

v a r i a b l e i ns tead o f E:- Taos cons ider i » j f as 3 f asset to» ©f £ 

and «rçnao&S 3»g sga io ar&aodi some "Ë^ : 

^zilStU** «2-7» 

ajad tees : 

So that, tite esnen p o s i t i v e sKHnisanits a r e aiss. i â e ç a a t * to cfcsiae&s'rizisj 

I f - S i s i l a r l / , «sjjjandiJBj f (zi/Z leassis tus esqswes.zi©sis asalstcjsas 

t o (2.8) bat v i tSt ©«sly oàd rosscestsi sogeariœç. As pxsijCsd oat 

be fo re , the v a l i d i t y o f tfeeca; ejEpacsissBs sSeppsaiss ©si ties asstSE^sila-s.-is 

a) onitotra cowergewce of tiae Tay lo r cessiez, b$ fifflitesaftss ofi a l l 

tbe sv ans! anol l rarso o f ter&s o f Îs4-»s s»r<Ser. As tteattimœi (tuas 

second ccrad i t ioo i s jsot f a l f i l l e d iœ satcy G&S&& o f prasrt. if.3l 

i n t e r e s t and «35. 5 2 . 6 / , (2-St car.cot iat oc«a4. 7o> svoiisl i&iss 

http://prasrt.if.3l
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difficulty it is convenient to introduce expansions in powers 01 

u s 1/E, so as to get series with decreasing moments. The general 

expression of this kind is obtained expanding g(u).= u t (u) in 

a Taylor series. This gives : 

j z ,, f Û ; *v + < ' (*) fa*.,- f l *"- ) + 

\ V ° 

+1 J 7 ^ ; K . 1 - < ? J " , « - * J ! 1 ^ V - - ; 2 - 9 ) 

Choosing c>,' below k it is guaranted that all the m, appearing 

in (2.9) are finite. 

The cx = l case is of particular interest. 

We obtain 

J ,,- 1 / (£) r», - (I <£)~ ÏÏ{ >{ë V '*> ~ f ) 4 - ' (2.10) 
Jr Ë 

Notice that the first two terms of this expansion are identical 

to the first two of (2.6), i.e. this also gives the "improved 

closure" approximation. However higher order terms in (2.6) and 

(2.10) s'.ow a completely different behaviour. Thus while we expect 

them to diverge when k } k in (2.6), the ones in (2.10) remain 

finite. This snows that (2.10) rather than (2.6) should be invoked 

to justify the " improved closure" expressions. 

As before, alternative expressions of I f with 

only even or odd decreasing moments can be easily obtained 
2 

introducing u instead of u as independent variable. For instance, 

- 1 9 2 
expanding g(E) s E F(E) in powers of u z = 1/E , we obtain : 
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VJ^-'-'U,.^, K b) ("..- *••".>-.. (2.U) 

where only odd moments appear. Such expansions are particularly 

useful, since as will be shown in vrha! follows, it is for th«=se 

odd moments that simple expressions can be given ir microscopic 

theories. 

Remarkably, the agreement in the first two 

terms of expansions (2.6) and (2.10) already mentioned is just 

an example of the following çr'.'nert'.l result : 

Define —£ ê a s t h e approximation to I- obtained 

from truncation of (2.6) at the &-,- terra, i.e. : 

1 /?-« * - • 

and define I f as the approximation given by the first 

A terms in (2.9) with & - & , i.e. : 

then 

i.e. the two expansions (2.6) and (2.9) agree in their first fl 

terms provided that the one in decreasing powers of E is started 
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at a = (3 . 
In order to prove this result, let us first 

use that for n ̂  a( 

-,<tl4li (Ot-V).1 

L^Ç)i (E)E 7 ^ 7 (2-15) 

V=o 

which can be proved easily by induction. 
Now, substituting (2.15) into (2.13) one obtains 

i P k*o p.. (2-16) 

Let us for convenience define the quantities C, through 
ft 

T, s y G* 
~''P 1S"0 • From (2.16) they are 
given by 

b«i> 

(2.17) 

Next let us define Cj,j as the contribution to C^ from a 
given value of i : 

Let us now compare with the conventional Taylor expansion 
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one has - A 

c«-!i(ihni (2.19) 

with j " i - p +1> . Thus condition (2.14) «ill be fulfilled 
if : 

which can be proved as fol lows : «/ . . 
Consider the identity f/lJxy) «• £. ( i / * / (2.21) 

Differentiate i + V times with respect to x and y : 

J " 

take y = 1, x = - 1, so that all terms with j ^ rf-C , will 
vanish. 
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Then , 

7** 

£,_*).» fv *!•--» f^'>.' 
12.221 

Notice also that since j •£ 1 and by assuaption j = « - f, 
then i + V ̂ -<*', otherwise the above quantity would be 
Identically zero. Now, differentiate the r.h.s. of (2.21) 

7 fc-V (2.23) 

and take x - - 1 y = 1. Comparing (2.22.i-(2.23), the result 
(2.20) follows and finally (2.14) is proved. 

I 
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2.2. - Expansions of the response function 

He consider here soae properties of the 
response function of the nucleus under the action of in heroitian 
operator Q, defined as : 

<e)-f JS(E') de' 
' 0 (2.24») 

Using (2 .1 ) 

(gJ = £- £ - £ * . 
(2.24b) 

where H i s the Haralltor.ian and / n^ , S i - C 0 + E are i t s 

e igenstates , eigenvalues. Quite general ly , one can manipulate 

(2.24b) and obtain : 

(2.25) 

where 

^ Kfiv'lo}}2-
^ P C— S* t (2.26a) 
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£ is :he energy of the'doorway" QlO)> , and the index q refers 
to eigenstates of the projection <H') of the barailtonian into 
the subspace of states orthogonal to the doorway. 

For an arbitrary E, the response can be expanded 
as follows : 

where 

y -— 

<2.27) 

(2.28) 

j (2.29) 

Clearly, as E -» *° , the •).<£) approach the m. w e n t s , while 
the B_^(E) go to zero. Reciprocally, at E = 0, the %.(E) vanish 
and the n . (E) equal the m_j •oments. Sl>ilarly£(E) can be 
expanded as 

i^L^r-lr,'^" 
fc=0 E j M ».30) 
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with 

Taking again the lieits E-»eo, E-» 0 the corresponding moments 
of B' : T . and y . , are obtained. Thesa are not Independent 
of the m. , «_J : Defining t <= 1/E, one finds froa Eq. (2.24) : 

*0 

I il -'(.. 

and equating these with the derivatives obtained froa Eq.. (2.25), 
it follows that : 

i 

t 
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m. 

3 

2 * - » 4 

(2.34) 

These equations stop witen one of the derivatives of Jt , say 
the s-thieth. diverts, implying that both m^ « d j , . , 
diverge. Similarly, by identifying derivatives with respect to 
E of tbe r.h.s.'s of Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25), at E - 0, relations 
between the "V _.. and the m. follow : 

x «. <* (o)m 25 - J i 

Î2.35) 

Thus, we see that the properties of V(E) can be described in 
terms of moments. 
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The proceeding results caa fee easily tjraroolateél 

to the full response as given by the Green Suaefcico, C(EÎ : 12 

a perturbation Q ios (3t/l>) is added to S, ifesa t&s tics averaged 

expectation value of 0 cos (Et/61) is 

.&*«**»?(-X*r * dwh-i«"«6W«i» 
3É3Î 

"•"*• Gffc^s ( H-«•-£f f 4- (H- ^ * E / «-"w 

Prom ( 2 . 2 ? ) 

(2.37» 

This is an interesting result, as it shovs that when dealing with 

expressions, or approximations, obtained by means of the Green 

functionponly the odd «Detents of the ttrenqth function will 

appear in a natural way, while the even moment» will be complete" 

ly suppressed. Furthermore the static and instantaneous responses, 

obtained taking the limits E -*• 0 and E-»o> 

are fully characterized by the set of all the odd negative, 

positive, moments «^ respectively. Me will insist in Sect.3 on 

the importance of this result, and show how it can be used in 

practice to compute these moments. 
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Restrictions on phenopenologlcal forma og s <E1 

Given the for» (2.25) of Jf IS), and Its 
definition !2.24), the shape ot the strength fonction caa be 
obtained Src* 

and this gives : 

S ( £ ' ~ (£+*-£?+* H* (2.39J 

with both ^ and /"" (given by the real and Imaginary parts of 
2 l^ • 1&» dependent on the energy, and related through : 

rr»7 * E ' 
(2.40) 
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Clearly, iff A and /"" vsere constant, them SÎE> uxmli have a 
I^rentzian shape, end e- «eul^ be infinite. AlfcerEaElvely, luwwijtç 
that soae oooents of a given strength functloa are finite 
conditions on the E dependence of .A and F can be ftsajjosefi. As 
an exaaple we discoss the case a, finite, vhlch as will he ersem 
la Sect.4 appears in the usual models of 1«©scalar gtaut resonances. 
This implies that » canvot be constant, but has to 

decrease acre rapidly than E~ as E-»*», As E-> 0, (~ (E) aast 
vanish, and f"US) • c for negative B. These conditions, 
however, do not detesaine uniquely- P" , and in practice it tarns 
ov> to be quite difficult to find simple foras of f~ that 
satisfy the above conditions and load to aanageable expressions 
for A '*" and S{E). Thus. e.g. choosing P(c?j* &• /i& •****) 

leads to a very complicated fora for A IE). This arbitrariness 
i—bitmwj in the choice of f iihows that the peak energy Is 
also not uniquely determined, when only a few noaents are known. 

2.3 - General Inequalities relating aoaents 

It is easy to see that different aoacnts a. 
of the strength fonction S(E) defined by (2.4) corresponding to 
different vsloes of k are related through Inequalities. The 
validity of these relations 
Is founded on the positIvlty of the strength function SJE), that 
is 

S(C) >0 f o r au E, 
which follows froa the definition of S(E), eq. (2.1). 
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Schwartz's inequality reeâo 

.2. 

j jWrfc^J} (Eft(*)de> (j-l(ety*)t(*)de) 
{2.41) 

where » (El Is a positive definite fasctioa ( S> (E)d£ Is a 

positive laeasurc), and f asd g are arbitrary fn-vet =3113.0. TSsa 

strength function S CE) is éeflnsd for positive vaines of E 

(see Eq. .2.2)), so that 

«f£ ) m, t «5 f^ ̂  42.4?) 

I s a densi ty .'onction (pos i t ive d e f i n i t e and ae-sosed Eorasalizable). 

Using re lat ion (2.41) with *> (E) given fcy (2.42V and £(E) « E 

and g{E) - 1 one obtains 

2 
» f c 4 1 "Ï* > *"*** (2.43} 

or , r«Kaber ir i that av^O, 

- * * * > ***** 

and finally, by use of (2.44) 

«2.44J 

The fact th* these quantities are hoaogenams to an energy, sEuggeota 

defining a act of average energies as moaent ra t io s as follows 

5? / * F = 

'*-• 
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fibs «ajsiality sigou in (2.453 foold i f aesS ©sly i f t&s ctSrœĉ aSs 

d i s t r iba t loa i s cisceotratasS on a ots^ts msz&sqj, fcPwst is„ 

iff SJEÎ i s a s ing le *f-foractAon. 'TSts c locer tfe? différents. £"̂ ^ £ & 

l i e , the sore concentrated io esisrgy t&e stresiçtÈs faastisssi «121 

be. As sha l l be illsofcrafcod in eectioiraî araaS 4 , if oses i o able 

t o esnpate several average energies (2,4$) , tics «SKteiot to «rales» 

they are di f ferent w i l l g ive iraforsaatios» cat fcfce spread of tfee 

strength. I t should be c lear that there i& a» specia l e s c i e is> 

ca lculat ing what i s usually ca l l ed tfce s e a s or cerottroid eaergy aj/^w-

Instcad the natoral procedure i s to s e l e c t tfee s». 

that are eas i er to ca lculate aadl then, by case of (2.4S) or 

s i a i l a r re la t ions , g ive bounds ^n tfce sjuantitles fisse i c iat<eirest<B2 

l a . We bave derived £«js. i2.il; because ttsy axe very easy to 

obtain a.'.'? for the purpose of i l l u s t r a t i o n . E s w / e r , i t can fee 

shown that Eg*. (2.45) are sot the c o t i s a i inequa l i t i e s that 

are generally s a t i s f i e d by the n. {14) . Lee os s i s ç l y g ive 

trt.tbD.it proof the best inequa l i t i e s that cars be obtained ; -zcae 

of the* « i l l be ssed in sect ion 4. 

The se t of •osœnts 
i 

•. satisfy the dcteraiaantal l.-is-x qualities 

*n. -w-

»«i* * » ~ , 

> 0 {f —*,i 
Ci 471 

For c~0 (2.47) reads »_>© (the nora of ties o 
strength is positive). For n = I, (2.47) is the faailiar relatifs 

•'«S-feJ1^ {2.i»j 

http://i2.il
http://trt.tbD.it
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2 

expressing that the variance O of the strength is a positive 
quantity. From n=2 on, (2.47) gives non'trivial" relations, i.e., 
inequalities .that are stronger than (2.44). 



3. «VALUATION OF MOMENTS 

24. 

in this section we discuss expressions 
allowing one to compute various moments of the strength function 
without explicitly evaluating the strength function itself. 
We shall call these expressions sum rules, although in sotiie 
cases (e.g. inverse energy weighted sum rule) the expressions 
are more involved than the ones appearing in standard sum rules. 

3.1 - Moments and sum rules for exact solutions of H 

We can introduce su-a rules for an hermitian 
one body operator Q and arbitrary k, integer and positive, by 
extending the familiar results for the k = 0,1,2 moments (see 
e.g. Levinger [15]): 

-rvi^ <0l Ql 10} 

2 (3.1) 

The general expression is : 
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with (we are now using Y - 1) : 

(3.3) 

where s is the number of times that H appears in (3.3) 
and the s,t are arbitrary integers but such that s + t = k. Thus, 
principle, when the g.s. wavefunction is known all the positive 
moments can be computed. 

For the odd moments,Eq. (3.2) can also be 
written as : 

<fi <-*(i)k<*ttW*Ji'» (3 .4) 

which provides a very useful simplification of the structure 
of the operator whose expectation value one has to compute, 
because while the product 0 sQ t leads to a Jt + 2 
body operator, the commutator is only a k + 1 body operator. 
This simplification has no counterpart for the even moments, 
since these, as shown in Ref. ( 161 • 

are written in terms of anticommutators instead of commutators, 
and these have the same many body character as the product Q . 3 t-

When 0 is an isoscalar and velocity indepen
dent operator, the above results combine with the property 

Q^rn<y. ifT,Gj 
(3.5) 

where T is the kinetic energy (one-body operator), 
which makes Q also one body, to give a particularly simple 
structure to the operators appearing in the low k moments. Thus, 
m and m, arc given by expectation values of two body operators, 
while m, is obtained from a one body operator. The plus three 
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energy weighted moment is also dependent on a two body operator, 
but of rather simple structure because as will be shown in 
Sect. 3.3 it is closely related to the haciiltonian. 

Me discuss now «. inverse energy weighted 
sum rules. It is well known that the k = - 1 moment is one of 
the central dynamical features of the nucleus, the polarisabllity 
or zero-frequency response (see (2.36a)). Since it will be useful 
for further generalization, we give here A short summary of the 
argument : 

Consider a nucleus, of hamiltonian H, under 
the action of a weak external one-body field ?k r . Assuming 
^ sufficiently small, so that perturbation theory holds, the 
changes of the expectation value of an operator Q, and of H are 
givîn by : 

where In) , E are the eigenstates and eigenvalues of H, and 
the summation also includes the Integration over the continuum 
states. 

If, in particular, F • Q is chosen, the left 
hand sides of (3.6) reduce to the m , moment, and thus : 

v Knl<H»>ll , ] ^ < C t > ] * f » < H > ] y<H>i 
(3.7) 
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Their properties and physical interpretations for specific 
choices of Q are discussed in sect- 4. other Interesting choice? 
for F are also possible, e.g.. If F •» Q, 

F-Q, 

f<H>pmQt - ^ *»t (3.8) 

And if F - Q 2 

(3.9) 

These examples, which c«n be easily extended to other Q , 
explicitly show the special role of the odd noaents. 

Finally we remark that when the low energy 
part of the spectrin is discrete 

l.e : the limit is the energy of the lowest bound state excited 
by Q. More generally we can say that the inverse energy Moments 
get Most of their contributions froa the low energy bound states. 
He shall give later B€ime examples of this fact. 
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Higher order terms in t*.e perturbation expansion 

The changes in the expectation values of 

the operator Q and the Bemiltonlan H can be obtained using 

standard perturbation theory and are given by expansions in 

powers of A , i.e. : 

jr̂ - <^|HltW>-<°'H»°> » *?+**&~ 

vhere "ff") are exact eigenstates of H + A Q, and 

a = Z. — ë " * m-f <3.i2) 

(3.11a) 

fc.<o»io>jfi^- - z — o r 

The physical interpretation of b is somewhat involved. It is 

simpler to discuss it for operators 0 satisfying Eq. 2.2 

<0|Q»0>=0 (3.H) 

Then only the second term in (3.13) contributes. If \=e further 

assume 0 to be a genuine collective operator, such that Ol0)<£(l) 

is an exact eigenstate of H, then 

b =__L<*/QH><°><?2/0> 
_ 4 . ( 3 . 15 ) 
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i.e. apart froa normalization factors b oeasures the expectation 
value of Q in the collective state. 

This can be «ore clearly seen by introducing 
the operator Q , implicitly defined by (3.3) with s = - 1. 
(See also Ref. |6| , Eq. (4.5)). Then 

-*• 

and «ssuaing now Q_+ to be the collective operator : 

where H'^CCGL, ft>> • Thus, b can be used to infer properties of 
the collective state. E.g. if Q m^r^-KOlT^to} , the change 
in r.m.s. radius froa ground to collective state can be calculated 
froa b. 

3.2 - Woaents and sua rules in RPA 

The RPA moments are defined by Eq. (2.4) 
but with the approximate S(E) obtained fron the RPA matrix 
elements of Q which, to avoid ambiguities, aust be one body and 
with eigenencrgles given also by RPA. Explicit expressions in 
terms of the RPA matrices _A,B can be obtained for the odd 
aoaents : Following closely sect. 5.5 of Réf. | 17) »se obtain . 

} 
> 
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••^•* f i r a ,C..yffl 
Fox one body operators Q even under tlae reversal such that 0» 
and thus A and B can be taken real, Eq. (3.18; simplifies to 16] 

It was shown by Thouless [ 17) that the • 1 •owents can be calculated 
fro» the Bartree-Fock ground state wave function, i , using an 
expression analogous to (3.1) i.e. 

(3.20) 

In sect. 3.3 we give a proof of this result sore general than the 
one used originally by Thouless. Stotice that Eq. (3.20) is 
valid for any one body operator Q. Thus, when Q is an isoscalar 
and velocity independent operator, ((,- ' l"/ QJ is also one 
body and Thouless result extends trivially to it, giving 

^(RPA). <<f» /Q, r»,QJ If > (3.21) 

as will be shown in sect. 3.3. 
Analogous expressions can be found for higher 

oddaoaents when the corresponding Q are one body. Mhen this is 
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not so. expressions for the m^ (RPA) (k odd) analogous to C3.2) 
bat with the IT ground state $ instead of the «act g.», ara till valid 
provided the 0 are linearized. I.e. only their *»—h components 
are retained (see Ref.6, Sect.4. for more details). 

The RPA Inverse energy scwnti can be obtained 
fro» constrained Bartree-Pock calculations : expressions analogous 
to O.ll) can be derived using that I IB) 

>=,.! J[ (i+c„%(X)«t>ci)\<fr>> 
SI •%• l-».22) 

«here < p f V *?e the Bartree-Fock solutions of B • à 0. and the 
a*, a are creation and annihilation operators In the Bartree-Fock 
(A « 0) basis, in what follows Indices h,i,j,k reZer to holes, 
»»n,p,q to particles. The normalisation constant If Is given 

rl= 1+ Z ' c ~« ( A ) l 1 (3.23) 

The Cmi are determined by the variational condition. Choosing 
Q so that < ^ / < ? ' ^ > - 0 , we find 
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(3.25) 

where Q - are partlele-bole Mtrlx eleaents of Q, and 

<7 . s <«i/C?/»j>*< , w ' 0* r ,>4'* < , , ' â ' J ' >*" k < 3 ' 2 6 ) 

are the particle-particle and bole-hole parts. 

Requiring SC^/iCm; « O ^ any {•.!), 

and assuming Q to have real aatrix eleaeots : 

which shows that S *» o t order ^ . Expanding it in powers 

of *s 

c«c'^ ^ c f % or^; (3.28) 

aœd requiring Eq. (3.27) to be satisfied order by order one. obtains 

( â "» ̂  ) S.''" ~ * £ 

ro ro (*+«>)£ "'--*£ ^ (3.29) 

^ 
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which allow to evaluate <- , *- Substituting these back 

into (3.24) and (3.25) and using expression (2.2), «c 

obtain the analogs of (3.11a and b) 

with 

a» Q (à+£)2 '*"* C3.31) 

The discussion on the physical interpretation of b at the end of 

f (3.1) applies with trivial Modifications to » . Thus, the RPA 

polarizabilltles are given by 119,201 

A9» 

(3.33) 

» 

We will call this result the dielectric theore». 
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The Hlnus-thlrd nonent m , and qenerallzationo of fctee dlelectrftc 

theorem 

^^~~~~ As Cocke observed. I 51 1 tkz aoœœiot ED_3 saay also 

be calculated directly in STA. The relation 13.39) can be estesaSsaS 

to negative t vaines to give : 

^ U s » ) , a (« •§ /*« -8 /V^f / '9 ( J M ) 

This aay be regarded as the polarisant!ity of the constralneiS 

H—tltonlan problem 

35) 

«here Q . is a tlae-odd Hermitian one-body operator with particle-

hole components satisfvxng : 

— f 

If «r» define the operator : 

(3.36) 
f 

C 5 2T C,; *~ *». (3.37, 

.. fro» (3.29) : 

S . ^ j l 0 ' (3.3», 

This is closely related to the >* -derivative of the HF one-body 

density matrix operator o (2 ) =. "2. / 1 f » > < • f*>/ 

l»-L ^f] = ± (C* C + ) o.m 
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except that tti» object is tine-even. Tim», 2siC3 fcSts CHP GOlBtiomo 
of H • A Q one can construe* / ^f'^f^oQ , Ofess» C. tJaso Q_ a 

and then oae can solve the CBF pxoblea {a » Pc g . J to ebtaia» 
•_, (BPAI • Evidently this o n e procedure nay be used, in priisciple, 
to eyaloate ^_ s» a .... 

This netted could also be used to 
evaluate the acaents with k positive, i.e., by performing a Cm 

caleniatlon with H • J o . the *l - 2s-S nos»nt. can be faapaftefl 
fro» equation* analogous to (2.33) or (3.35). 

(has one sees that In g*acral each odd 
•PA msmn1 Is given by two apparently different sum roles, one 
being a generalization of Thooless theorem, the other of the 
dielectric theorea. As will be made clear in Section 3.4 
both are Imwerer closely related. 
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3.3 - generalirationa if Tfeoalcss theorem 

Theores I : For any one body operators S,T : 

! £ < 4 > / L ^ C ^ T J J / f > 13.0.) 

where the energies and Matrix eleaents in the * "• •$- are 
BPA, and < ^ is the nartree-rock gxoswd state. 

Tfcc proof is as follows : First notice that 

where: /ph^ are 1 particle-1 hole states, _T is t.ie vectcr 
of p.h.Batrix elements of T, and A, B are the asual BPA oatrices. 

where ^ is the aatxix of the 3PA eigenvectors : 

3 S ( T J X 
x i j (3.43S 
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Using the orthonormclity and completeness relations, its inverse 

car be shown to be : 

x, £,. -X ~ V 
(3.44) 

Noticing that J( |^< "^«/ ^ i s t n e diagonal matrix of 

Rigenenergies (C., £TI - • »*̂ j ,-^ - - ) and that 

< n l 7 / 0 > = X n T + >̂  C2T y (3.45) 
KM "— 

the theorem follows. 

Corollary : For any one body S,T such that S,, T, (defined by 

Eq.(3.3)) are also one-body 

f J E0

3 [<ofrh X * I «5/P> *•<«/ - W < n l T , t ^ } ^ 

= < flï\[H,Tl]]l<}> > (3.46) 

The proof is -similar to that of (3.40). First, we rewrite (3.41) 

for the S,, T., and obtain 
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= - • * • 

38. 

(3.47) 

Combining these with the first equality in {3.42) 

( ( £ + / 5 ; / * § f / I I (3.48) U->)(-^'" 
which, in particular, leads to (3.21) when T » S and use i s made 

of (3.18) . Prom Eg. (3.48) , inserting products T( T(~ as 

done before in (3.42) , Eq.(3.46) fo l lows. 

3.4 - Equivalence of Thouless and d i e l e c t r i c theorems 

Egs. (3.41) determine the p-h matrix 

elements of T. , and thus when T. i s one body completely characterize 

i t in what concerns the nuclear response. I t i s convenient for 

our purposes here to introduce a new operator T ' , , obtained from 

T, performing a standard l inear izat ion : by construction, T'i has tte 

sane p-h matrix elements as T l # and i s alveys one body (see eqs. (2.9-2.13) of 

ref.[ 6] ) . Performing a constrained Hartrse-Fock calculation as described in 

Sect. (3.2) Egs. (3.22) to (3.32) with 1", instead of Q g ives : 

1 
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which is the dielectric theorem corresponding to T,, and where 

A-B appears instead of A • B as in (3.27) because J'* •= - X'%• 

The result (3.49) can be also interpreted in terms of Thouless 

theorem:if we substitute (3.41) into (3.49) we obtain 

T, (Û -è^L = f J 7 j= t r ^ - s ; x (3.5o, 

and from the last equality, Thouless theorea follows. Thus this theoren 

is equivalent to the dielectric theorem for T', and both reflect 

the existence of the same relationships between RPA and HF 

approx tmation. 

3.5 - Thouless theorem and density dependent forces 

When using density dependent forces, the proof 

of Eq. (3.40) requires further elaboration, as we now show : 

First we notice that for such forces the 

usual definitions of the A,J^ matrices are not appropriate. The 

correct expressions for these matrices can be obtained in a variety 

of ways, the one we shortly discuss here has the advantage of 

not requiring any special form of density dependence, such as 

e.g. zero range, and is valid for general two body interactions G : 

G(V)Z G(Z,Z,rfihpti)) (3.51) 

We thus write H as : 

A A 

1 *- W V ''' (3.52) 
i-t x.y4 
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and consider the variation of its expectation value «hen the 
ground state wavefunction \£ty » a Slater determinant, is changed 
to another de* erainantal wavefunction 

»i », i' 
(3.hi) 

with Jl "• 1+ C-. /C»»»'' . in addition to the terms nt 
already present in when the interaction is 
density independent/ new ones appear due to changes in G itself, 
induced by the variation of the density : 
Up to terms of order C„, 

•i» m ni 
•jj <3.S4) 

where p = (^'f*'/^ • The change in G is . 

I 
I* 

+ 2cmiC*jf>mi(rr)f>lti (rr)J 

<3.55) 
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Proa the preceediisg results it should be clear that G and its 
derivatives, as operators, do not act on the p*,' , Pin* , and 
that they are still two body operators. Including in ( H ^ the 
terns arising fro» the variation of G itself, and imposing 
stationarity for arbitrary values of the C , we obtain the 
Bartree-Fock equations for density dependent forcée : 

(niTi;)+Z (» klGli h) + 
4, 

In addition, requiring that the contributions of second order 
in f.i to <B> should be given, in terms of matrices A,B, by 

4 

J (3.57) 

as In the density independent case , we obtain 

A m f c „, ~ (*n-*J <C„ «C, + (" ; I6lkn) + 

* • / , , / , ' * * * * * ' T 

(3.58) 
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• IfrMZ^fUW^ 

ae 

2 fr /*•<* r r 

Thus, for 'Jenslty dependent interactions, these are the A,B matrices 
to be used in solving the RFA equations. It is clear from the 
preceeding discussion that Eq. (3.33) is still satisfied by 
a density dependent H. To check the validity of Thouless theorem, 
Eq. (3.40) , we have to prove that Eqs. (3.41) still hold. 
Evaluating their r. n-S. explicitly, we find terms like : 

Separating the coaponents involved in the summation and writing 
them explicitly we obtain : 
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This coaautator is vanishing for any operator Q, isoscalar or 
lsovector, provided it is velocity Independent. The two other 
terms arising frost the density dependence of G are also propor
tional to the same expectation value of (3.61) > so that we can 
conclude that when the collective operator 0 is such that 

lift" 
tfcouless theorea , as stated in Eq. (3.40) , is valid also 
for density dependent forces. The validity of its "corollary", 
Eq. (3.46) is further discussed in the next subsection. 

3. 6 - The plus three energy weighted aoaent and generalized 
scaling 

As seen in (3.21) , the plus three energy 
weighted aoaent adults an expression analogous to that of a., 
but with 0 substituted by Qj. when the latter is one body. This 
allows to give a physical interpretation of this aoaent by 
defining "scaled" ground state wavefunctions as 

/+7>=e l<k} ».«) 

where a is an arbitrary "scaling" parameter. Then : 

which shows explicitly that a J r like **\^ , is a polarizability. 
The plus three energy weighted aoaent aeasures the change of the 
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energy of the nucleus when the ground state wavcfunctlon is 
deformed according to (3.621 • Some special cases are of particular 
interest : If Q Is the Monopole collective operator âQ- 2.ri. 

the 'scaling" transformation (3.62) induces precisely a charge 
of scale of <fc , conserving Its normalization. I .e for each 
single particle wavefunction the change is 

• * f t * * ; - ^ , f * ( « * * ' * / ' • ' • } (3.64) 

where 

If 0 i* the dipole operator Q~2-Z* the "scaling'* 
"•»•• 

transformation is just a translation along the 2 axis. If 0 is 
the quadrupole operator Q— Z. f «' » * the change is : 

Finally, if the above operators are Isovector,the displacements 
of neutrons and protons being equal in magnitude are opposite 
in sign. Applications of these results will be further discussed 
in sect. 4. 

Notice that when dealing with density dependent 
forces, the H in Eq. (3.63) must be : 

H(f)= H(<±'pl\>) (3.67, 
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and then the derivatives of a with respect to p , which as 
shown before should be included in the A.B Matrices appearing in 
m, (RPA). will be automatically taken care of. More precisely, 
fro* (3.21) 

As shown in the preceeding subsection, Ql which is given by the 
combination A-B does not get any contribution fro» tbe derivatives 
of B, but these are contributing to A*B and Bq. (3.S7) guarantees 
that these contributions *rc Included in (3.63) . Mote that these 
extra terms Mean that (3.21) is invalid (cVviously, since, with 
density dependent H, [B,OJ cannot be specified directly): 
however this is no handicap to the evaluation of « 3 since, as just 
noted, (3.63) can be used. 

3.7 - Thouless theorem. RPA Matrices and Skvrme forces 

In § 3.5 we have 
shown how to derive the A,B SPA matrices from the expectation 
value of H in states 4> given by (3.53» . Although this method 
was introduced to discuss the features of tbe RPA matrices when 
the interaction is density dependent, it is completely general, 
and thus can be also applied to interactions containing e.g. terms 
corresponding to three body forces. This is of special interest 
in the particular case of Skyrme forces, which we will use 
later on. These contain a term which can be written either 
as a two body density dependent interaction : 
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ox as a three body force 

As shown in He.". I 211 these two variants lead to the sane 
value of ^<^J*J*7^ far any slater detfisrtnant tf J M U I M M a spin saturated 

fanfltsnatloa, and thus tbe H.F. equations which Callow tarn the variation of 
^»////£> with respect to tbe Ĉ,- coefficients are tbe sane for tbe two 
choices : These two choices are equivalent in the 

a.P. approximation. Zt is immediate that they are also so 
in H»A. This follows fro* tbe fact that the A,B Matrices are 

t 
just the coefficients of the terms quadratic in c,»,' •* when 
<^/*V/<f,> l s expanded in powers of tbe C m,' around j 

Thus since tbe two types of force 
lead to the sam*<fftv$>for «ny values of the Cm, S this implies 
that all the coefficients of the expansion snst be identical 
for both choices. The equality of the first order coefficient* 
then just implies tbe identity of tbe H.P. equations given by the 
two types of force, as already seen. The equality of the second 
order coefficients implies that for Skyme forces, the A,B 
matrices, and thus also the BPA «gnatlens ace tbe sane for the two 
possible interpretations of this force. Indeed, we will see in the 
next section that the explicit expressions obtained for BPA 
moments and Skyrme forces, using the various versicas of tbe 
Thouless theorem discussed before, do not distinguish between 
these two interpretations. This discussion does not apply when 
tbe c —;•» involve spin flip transitions, as this implies breaking 
of the spin saturation condition. Then the two choices lead to I 

i 

J 
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• ^ «7. 

different RPA equations. This is closely related to the 
' problem of spin stafeEXfty of nuclear natter already discussed 
e.g. in'ref.l 221-, .-.. 
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4. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS M B RESULTS FOR SCHEMATIC FORCES 

4.1 - Choice of collective operators 

Op to here «e have been discussing rscjoer 
general properties of tbe ments. Their values howevex clearly 
depend on the explicit for* of 0- In aost cases of practical 
interest where staple expressions for the I, . eq. 12.3), 
can he obtained, tira 0 Involved are those corresponding to the 
eltrl mwniijnetlc interaction, if the samll wenlia transfer and 
saall nuclear sise approxlavtion ( <jf « i ) Is not used, 
these involve operators like 

«4.1) 

and. Introducing the asacaptlon above, *»r«j* , the relevant 
operators tirrm 

* e i 

A (4.2) 

(we ignore isospln dependence for simplicity). These operators 
will be used in the explicit calculations of sone aoaents to be 
discussed in what follows. It is Important to restart that the 
approximate â. appear In physical processes only when q* « 1, 
and that In particular, for any finite value of q. the Q? go 
to xero when r-40» , while the Q. mre divergent. In aost cassa 
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of interest this does not issply any significant difference 

between the results predicted using the tf, or tfes Ha , bat 

for soae nonents difficulties with the latte? nay appear due to 

their behaviour as r-^m^. To show this, it is useful to discuss, 

*m an example, the evaluation of tbe m+% acd a . memente of tha 

•onopole isoscalar operator : 

4 

i** 

and its small q liait : 

A 

Q.= L r? (4.4» 

The '*n

1u anaents according to eqs . (3.1) or (3.20) are given 

(4.5a) 

14.Sb) 

The expectation value In the r.h.s. of (4.Sa) is clearly finite 

for any value of q. so that for snail q tbe values of » + 1'0 0) 

and n+ifÔLJ will coïncide. This justifies use of the Q operator 

to estiaate tbe physically •eanlngful aoaent, 

••1*5,» • 

Difficulties arise however in the evaluation 

of tbe •_, aonents. As indicated in §(3.1) and $(3.25 these can 

be obtained frcs constrained calculations with H • A F. The choice 

r - (̂, does not present any difficulties give» that jj0<qr) Is 

a well behaved function of r, and goes to zero at r-*w» . On tfe. 

contrary. if F - (Ĵ  and A is negative tbe constraining field 
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becomes infinitely ncjitivo a,s r-fog co that fcterc is no 
bound solution to the constrained problen. Thus, for negative A 

the response cannot be described with perturbation theory and 
the •_. (O ) cannot be calculated. If instead A is taken to bs 
positive, then bound solutions exist and their energies vary 
continuously with X . The ounent »_j(Q0) can be obtained 
frost Bas. (3.7) or (3.33) vith the derivatives taken at % => 0 , 

and agrees with m_i (<L). Again use of Q Q or Q^ leads to the 
saae •_., for snail q, provided that the repulsive divergence 
of % Q Is appropriately avoided. 

Otfcer cases, e-9- quadrupole constraints 
F » 2j_ t l*ply always infinitely repulsive fields at sou 
angles «hen r-»W . These forbid use of perturbation theory 
and the • .(Q) cannot be computed in this way. These difficulties 
can be avoided if the appropriate Q» are ueed. 

Ontll the end of this section we will restrict 
our discussion to aonopole and quadrupole SUD rules whose 
corresponding 0 operators, suppressing trivial q factors, are 
taken to be 

A 
-I 

(4.6a) 

4 

0, <rxMAlf.it i<r* 
= Z('.l-3*t) (4.6b) 

http://rxMAlf.it
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4.2 - Choice of effective interaction 

Here we apply the methods discussed in 
previous sections to simple, schematic, forms of the two body 
interaction. We will specially emphasize interactions of the 
Skyrme type, a simple but quite realistic example . The Skyrme 
forces are specially interesting as they allow one to obtain a number 
of exact results analytically, and some accurate analytical 
approximations for others. Furthermore, simple models, such as 
those developed by Mottelson and Suzuki ( 23] , and by Zanickl24l can be 
easily derived from simplified Skyrme forces. Thus studies with 
this interaction constitute a new step towards more rea'istic 
descriptions cf giant resonances. Some warnings are however in 
order : the Skyime interaction is purely phenomenological, and 
its parameters are usually fitted to reproduce bulk properties 
of nuclear ground states as given by the Hartree-Fock method (for 
the forces used here, the accurate prediction of total binding 
energies and charge radii has been emphasized). This implies 
that in any constrained Hartree-Fock calculation the energy at 
the minimum {^H\ ) and its first derivative (vsich means 
equilibrium charge radius, intrinsic deformation, etc.) will be 
in agreement with experiment by construction. But th^s is not 
quite so for the second derivatives, e.g. the ones appearing 
in m_ I > m 3- These have however a well defined physical meaning, 
incompressibility (L = 0), symmetry energy (L = 1, isov.ictor), 
surface stiffness (L = 2), and play an important role in the 
determination of binding energy and charge radii differences 
between neighboring nuclei (isotopic-isotonic charge differences). 
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Thus to the extent that these properties are well reproduced 
by a given Skynne force one can have some confidence that 
the corresponding results for giant resonances are meaningful. 
We will not emphasize this comparison here, but will rather 
foe 13 on the "schematic" aspects of the Skyrme type of forces and 
on their usefulness in obtaining analytical results. 

4.3 - Analytic expressions for m and m RPA moments i : 3 

To define our notation (identical to 
those of Ref.|21]) we define first the general form of a Skyrme 
force as : 

where Y i s a real pos i t ive i.umber. Choices in the l i t erature 

are : f= 1 (Ref.I21,361 , ]f - 2/3 (Ref. |25J), 

Y = 1/3 (Réf. [26)),^ - 1/6 (?.ef.(27j . A rero range spin-

orbit force i s added to (4 .7 ) . 

Expressions for nu 

For forces commuting with the c o l l e c t i v e 

operator Q, the m, moment i s given by ; 

i = =H/J<r 7 > (U-=Z) (4.8b) 



where <r ^ is the «can square radius. If^r^ is calculated with 
tlie Hartree-Fock ground state wavefunction then f*Kf has the 
RPA value (Thouless theorem). 

The expressions (4.8> are valid for 
Skyrme forces, because for these T v'07 * 0 , even if the 
terns with t., t, » Eq. (4.7), are taken to be genuine velocity 
dependent components of the force (see discussion in the next 
subsection on a more justified interpretation of these tens). 
To prove the conmutativlty of V and Q, we rewrite the potential 
corresponding to velocity dependent terms as | 161 

where *y * ty//[4h ) j P*j * ft"- ft" . Rearranging terms : 

The commutator of the first term in (4.10}with Q,vanishes. 
Writing 

A 

(4.11) 

we find for the second term : 
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(4 .12 ) 

since on interchanging k and i the anticownitator changes s ign . 

Expressions for », 

For Skyrne forces, <n energy density functional 

^»ff' P^T/^ / c a n ** d e f i n e d » s u c h t n a t ! 

£•* < H>^JXS [P, fy / T / F j A (4.13) 

where P , M» are the one body density and its gradient, 

and T is the kinetic energy density. Fro» the condition 

fz/Jf- = 0 for the set of single particle wavefunctions 

lft' , a system of Euler equations for/Cç is obtained } these are 

the Hartree-Fock equations. 

While the for» of V(f^.-rt), Eq.(4.7), is surel;. 

in contradiction with the more realistic effective interactions 

derived from Brueckner theory I 28 I # the energy density 

functionals »» derived fro» these using the so called 

"density natrix expansion" 129] (i)ME),can be very 

accurately parametrized usina Lhe simpler Skyrae 1C$ . Hence 

our discussion, although strictly valid only for Skyrme forces, 

can give (throuqh a corcparison of the corresponding . . .1 ), 
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a hint on the behaviour of more realistic effective interac
tions. 

For Skyroe forces the detailed form of "}£$ 

is given by Eq. (12) of Rcf.l2]] . Here to simplify 
notation we give only the expression for the case N = Z and 
no Coulomb interaction (this is analogous to Eq.(15) of 
Ref-121 I 

Comparison with the "Jt 's given by the density matrix 
expansion shows that individually the contributions 
of the terms proportional to t , tj, t,, t. to (4.14) do 
not have any physical meaning, in particular the terms with 
t., t, do not reflect any velocity dependence of the force, 
but rather its finite range. Also the density dependence of 
the effective interaction is not incorporated only in the term 
depending on t«, but rather the whole expression of 2l_ is 
a parametrization of this density dependence. Keeping this in 
nind, and only for purposes of shortening notation, we separate 
the contributions to the energy E of each of the terms in (4.14) 
and give to them "arbitrary" names, as follows : 



t>6. 

Et-jV-f* (zero range tern) 

1 J ( f i n i t e ranae term) 

J* ^ £- = j — f j P W f" (density dependent term) 

T ~ a f ^L X <f r (kinetic energy ter») 

(spin orbit term) 

(4.15) 

The expressions that we use in the following 
for the general N/Z case can be easily derivad fmu Eg. (12) of 
Bef. I 21) . A Coulomb energy term E must be added to the 
preceeding ones. 

He have discussed in Ref. I 3 I 
how to obtain for each one of the terms in the force, Eq» (4.7), 
its contribution to 

E(n)=<f(?)lHl^(?)> ( 4 1 C ) 
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where cf1'/]) is the ground state wavefunction with a conopole 
or quadrupole deformation as defined in Eqs. (4.6a) and 
(4.6b) . Me present here an alternative derivation of the 
sane results which emphasizes the role of K (?) and thus 
can also be utilized for more complex energy density func
tional s. 

Monopole vibrations 

Under the transformation (3.62) the 
functions P , T , J change as : 

where ** e with 1 defined in (3.65). 
Inserting these results into Eqs. (4.15) 

we obtain 

3 y+3 

The minimum condition*' / ^ J. S ° leads to 

Notice that the minimum condition against monopole dilation 
is equivalent to the virial theorem (as discussed e.g. 
in ref.( 30] ) . 
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As already discussed in sect. 3 , the plus 
three energy moment can be related to second derivatives 
of Eld ) through Eq. (3.63) 

0 ^ '&«=« 

Using the fact that at «sO 

and (4 .18) , we find 

- , , V > ? * = » * / * ' 

(4.21) 

and a collective energy Ej — (r*l$/nltJ (see Eq. (2.46)) can 
be obtained using the expression (4.8a) for m.. Caspar!son 
with Eq. (10) of Ref. ( 3 | shows however that the 
coefficients of the terns T, Ej , etc are different. 
This is due to the fact that to replace £~• £_ # *»/ £ w Lai 

we used £ „ ! ~0 . Adding the £.h.s.of (4.19) 
4Lr1 

to (4.21) we recover for E- the expression already given 
in Ref .1 3 | : 

{«.22) 
Quadrupole vibrations 

For L = 2, the transformation (3.62) modifies 
P as follows : 

P(*')f'*j°t)- Po («*'*/' *^) C4.23) 

Since this transformation is volume 
conserving the terms E. , E_ are left unchanged. The 
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dependence on «l of the other terms in (4.10) can be easily 
obtained for spherically syooctric nuclei. As an exaaple ve 
consider the kinetic energy t e n : 

in J 

(4.24) 

where the spherical syacetry of T0 (X, -Jj2 / has been 
used in the last step. No simple expression can be obtained for 
the Coulcob contribution; it can be shown however that 

<»L~** (4.25) 

Thus, putting together thesre re su l t s : 

+1 (i« + i - a ; ^ . + f f; fr;-Fc j (4.26> 

and 

.jiw)-^!;/^^'^--^] ». 

«*'"> fcSjV^^~-S*cf """ 
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W«_ note that each tern in (4-26) has 

vanishing derivative at <A - 1. i.e. the condition £ ***U„T° 

is satisfied trivially and no equation analogous to (4.19) is 

obtained. Thus while in (4.21)-(4.22) the relative contributions 

fro» T. E~, etc... could be changed by adding (4.19), this is 

not so in the quadrupole case, and each tens in (4.27) has a 

well defined origin. 

4.4 - Computation of i . via COT for the aonopole case 

He use the Method described in sect. 3 

and look for the CHF solution corresponding to 

where Q is the aonopole collective operator, Q). (4.6a). As discussed 

in sect. (4.1), ^ mist be taken positive in order that bound 

solutions exist. Our aia is thus to coapute for saall positive 

values of ^ the quantities à Q» and/or C E, given by 

(3.24) and (3.25) . Froa their knowledge it is then possible 

to extract the RPA value of «_j via Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31) 

Me have only considered spherical nuclei. 

Oslng, as we do, a P.P. code that works in the coordinate 

representation, it requires practically no codification to 

coapute the solutions corresponding to the constrained haailto-

nlan (4.28) . in contrast, the computation of CHF corresponding 

to the quadrupole case requires •" >œuch larger computational 

effort [311. 

The numerical precision has been carefully 

tested. After varying the nunber of integration points as well 
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as the distance up to which the integration should be performed, 
it appeared satisfactory to use 300 integration points 
distributed between 0 and 15 fm. Keeping in mind that O E^ 
is one order in A higher than , it will be such «ore 
precise to deduce the value of m_l fro» oa{22 than fro» 
oE;i//\ • So, the procedure followed has been to compute 
iffy/2^ for several values of .A and to determine, by a chi-
square procedure, the best straight line a • ̂  b that fits 
the calculated points. 

The range of values of A should be a 
coaproaise between two facts going in opposite directions 
- one should take snail enough values of A in order that 
only the first two teras in the power expansion of A for 

contribute, and 
- one should take large enough values of A in order that 

the numerical precision in 0 Q ] / 2A is sufficient. If 
&SQ , which is independent ot X , is the error in 
determining «<»*» the error in a_ 1 will be <A°Q/22 and 
will grow when A decreases . 

It appears that a convenient choice for the range of values of À 

is such that IQ 

id3* -^^io~ <«-»» 
Me estimate the numeridl error in the 

determination of m_l as being less than 1 \ . 

On Figure 1 ccaputcd values of 
o*Q«/ 2/\ for several values of A as we.il as the determined 

http://we.il
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best straight line arc plotted. As can be seen on Fig. 1, 

the fit is excellent and as expected, small departures froa 

a straight line, reflecting higher order effects, appear 

when A increases (points (A) i. 

Although as stated before, the convenient 

way to deduce a . is to compute and not 

as a check we have also considered this last quantity. The 

points on Fig.l correspond to it for different values of A 

The dashed straight line is the line â + 2bA obtained with 

the value of a and b determined before (by fitting the points 

). Thus, the check consists in verifying that tbe 

points corresponding to lie on the dashed line 

t 

for small values of A . 

In order to estimate the error on the 

values of o*z-\f we compute the total energy 

in two rather Independent ways. One by 

using 

where t is the kinetic energy, £, is the single particle 

energy, and E^ is tbe rearrangement term ; 

the other by using E =jo£(r)d r where the energy density is 

given in terms of the proton and neutron densities. The values 

obtained with these two expressions açrec for E to within 

5 keV and for <* E^ to within 2 keV. So we estimate the error 

£t £E^ on £ Ej as being 2 keV. The error on <^l/-^ 

will thus be will be large for very small values 

of A and will rapidly decrease as A increases. The bar 
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attached to the points SS^/A on figure 1 ç œ s Circa tits 

point 

to Use point 

i/{y^--^*f*ï-**^ 
where o Ei and £ E ? are the valoes of ef E» calculated 

with th».* two different above •entloned expressions. As can 

be seen oa rig.l, the values of &*-)/*~ are consistent 

with the prediction (daabtsd line) and the check is thai* 

satisfactory. 

The obtained RPA values of •_. will be 

discussed in the next subsection, in conjunction with 

corresponding values of », and au. 

%• finally aention that the numerical 

precision is sufficient to determine not only 'a but also b 

CBq. (3.32)), that Is, not only tbe point where the straight 

line cats the ordinate-axla in FLg.l, bat also the slope. 

As Mentioned before CBa- iî-ISJ), if the whole strength is 

concentrated oa a single state / «^ . b gives the change 

in square radius or between the ground state / $ and 

the monopole state jl£ 

X (4.31) 

«Hlr*|0>f*- - x 

_ A dr*-
E 
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The relative change of root Rfan square 

radius tr/Kp between the nonopole and ground state is 

given by 

£f = ± ÈL 14.32) 

We can es t inate O t / r by using 

I) the cos^uted value of • 1 (Eq. 4.8a) 

II) the coaputed value of n_l 

i l l ) the confuted value of b 

i ) and i i ) g ive an e»t iaate of E„-E 0 and / < H / f /<?V . 

Through (4.31) and (4.32) one- then obtains d r / g . For 

the sake of coaparison toe quantity o r / ^ can be a l so 

computed by using the haraonic o s c i l l a t o r shel l aodel . One 

e a s i l y obtains 

' c*~ \ f_ 
(4.33) V*\.~ X, 

«here "-•• ^ - ' i * i / i s e s s e n t i a l l y th«î tota l rauober 

of oanta of the systŒX. It can be checked numerically that an 

exce l l ent e s t ina te for H as a function of the Bass nasfcer A 

i s given by 

I g (4.34) 

In tabic I ve give resu l t s for ir/ra 

in percent : in the f i r s t coluan, the values obtained with 

Skynec SIII interact ion, extracted fron a., a . and b, an«i 

In the second coluan the H.O. value aa given by (4.33) and 

{t.l4\, for cc^Mrison. 
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As can be seen from table 1 the harmonic 
oscillator shell model underestimates <5r/r by a factor 
of 2 or 3. This is not surprising since, in the expression 
of O r j all the terms contributing correspond to the square 
radii of slightly bound or unbound orbitals (occupied orbitals 
corresponding to r /o^ and unoccupied in 10^ ). it is 
obvious that for these states the H.O. v.avefunctions are 
unreliable and will tend to give too small contributions. 

4.5 - Monopole vibrations 
We have computed three self-consistent RPA 

sum-rules : m, via Eq. (4.8a), m, via Eq. (4.27a) and m , as 
described in 4.4. 

These lead to average collective energies 
which are given in Table 2. Let us illustrate following the 
lines of section 2.3, how this partial knowledge of the 
strength can be exploited, in particular to study the spreading 
width. 

Let us apply Eqs. (2.30) to the present 
problem. They read 

(4.35a) 

(4.35b) 

(4.35c) 

ro-l m l ^ 
2 

m o 

mo m 2 ^ 2 
ral 

m. m. Jb 2 
m7. 
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which tell that, from the knowledge of m , m, and m- we 
have an upper bound on m (4.35a), an upper bound on m_ (4.35c) 
and when using (4.35b) with the two preceding ones, we have 
as well a lower bound on m and m,. Eqs. (4.35) are plotted 
in Fig.2 In the n -m, plane. For convenience, to deal with 
dimensionless quantities, we use X. = ('tnA/'niiJ ' W vo and 
y» ("T,-f/'"73/ *"a . Points B and B' are symmetrical, their 
abscissa or ordinate value is l/n^3"l^f*f>1 ) which by (4.35), 

is greater than 1. 
So, from the knowledge of m,,m and in, 

me infers that the allowed region for (m .in.) is necessarily 
in ! upper "corner" of Fig.2. One can apply the more refined 
Eqs. (2.47) instead of (2.44) by realizing that the k-th moment 
m. can be "displaced" to m,,, because if m. are the moments 
of a density function p (E), a new density function 
p(E) -P(E)/E can be defined, whose moments m. will be 
m. = n»), , • Eq. (2.47) for n = 1 coincides with (4.35b) and for 
n = 2 is 

m_ 1 m Q m x 

>° 

which gives the ellipse plotted on Fig. 2 . The refined 
Eq. (2.47! smooths a little bit the corner of the allowed 
region previously determined, rendering it slightly smaller. 
In the particular case of a strength function of zero width 
the ellipse of Fig. 2 contracts on a straight segment and 
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the allowed region collapses to a single point, as It 
should. In this case the knowledge of the ratio of two 
moments ( mv +y/ my) * E determines the whole strength. 

In Fig.3 we plot the allowed region 
in the « •«, plane obtained with Skyme SIZI force, for 
different nuclei. As can be seen, it is rather small, illus
trating the large constraining effect that has thn knowledge 
of m^.rn, and m, on u> and m^. 

As should be clear from the discussion of 

section 3, the computation of 

<±> being as previously the H.F. gs. wavefunction, 
does not provide RPA sum rules and thus, the corresponding 
values are not guaranteed to fall in the allowed region of 
RPA rn^-rn- values. To illustrate this, we hese also plotted 
on Fig.3 the pointsP' (m' o,m' 2) oWalnfid via Bqs. (4.36) and 
(4.37). in none of the cases considered (0, Ca, Zr and Pb) 
does the point P' lie in the allowed region, but moves 
erratically around it, showing the inconsistency of n' and 
ml with RPA-moments. 

One can easily imagine that the information 
contained in »_i> B. and m 3 can also be used to give 
bounds on the variance o defined in (2.49) * , rather than 

S 
To have a feeling of orders of magnitude, recall that for 
gausslan strength distribution, the full width at half 
maximum is given by : 2 /ln2a - 2.35o. 
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on m and m- separately as done above. He give the final 
result 

In Table 2 we give the values of 0___ 
obtalned with SIII. With increasing A, Zl and E, become 
closer and correspondingly <£ a x decreases, the monopole 
strength getting more concentrated. It makes thus more 
sense, at least in the RPA-frame, to speak of a breathing 
mode for medium and heavy nuclei than for light nuclei, 
a feature which is experimentally shared by all giant states. 

The reliability of these estimates can be 
further checked comparing with the full RPA results for 
1 6 0 and 2 0 8 P b of K.F. Liu and M.V. Glai, shown in Fig. 4. 

For the sake of simplicity in the rest 
of Section 4 we shall consider only the estimate E"M' {*"$/***) 

(previously denoted by E 3) for the monopole energy, keeping 
in mind that it makes sense mainly for medium and heavy 
nuclei, where the strength is quite concentrated. In Table 3 
the values of Ej. are given for a variety of forces and In 
Fig.5 are plotted the values of ^ A ' . Also given for 
comparison is the harmonic oscillator estimate of Ej. which 
is 2liu). To extract the value of »»«•» we use the usual 
harmonic oscillator relation new- and the 

B.F. value of r . In Table 4 is summarized the experimental 
information on giant isoscalar monopole states I 32-351 . At 
present, these data are far from being unambiguous but none
theless a systematic trend seems to emerge. A law of the 
form EjjoC A ' reproduces the data. The shadowed line 
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on Pig.4 corresponds to the 'expérimental' region 
EgSf 80-86 A~ 1 / 3 MeV. As can be seen, Skyxne forces [ 36] give 
quite too large values of Ej, when compared to experiment, 
whereas KB alert 26] and Krivlne-Treiner( 272 forces do much 
better although they still give slightly too large values 
of IL,. Thus, the position of B^ is connected with the value 
| of the power in the density dependence of the force, this 
position decreasing when going from 1 • 1 to lower values 
of "1 , as previously observed and explained by Zamick] 24]. 

The discussion on Ej, can be easily 
transposed to the lncompre».slbility K. In the monopole case 
the restoring parameter C appearing in hydrodynamical models 
has the physical interpretation of an incompressibility. 
Its properties depend on the collective coordinate utilized. 
For the scaling choice, C is proportional to a. as shown by 
Eqs. (3.63)-(3.64) . Other choices are possible, e.g. the 
collective coordinate q « <9>/<8/s , the corresponding 
restoring i**i —••" —• being proportional to mj/m_1. This choice 
corresponds to the usual constrained Bartree-Pock values. 

He shall discuss here the properties of 
the compression modulus associated to 'scaling", using our 
results for m,. Writing K A instead of C, as usual for monopole 
vibrations, the incompressibility Kft of a finite nucleus 
takes the form 

K = -2 (~72 ) /fr,s 
A i-2-sr/ ( 4 . 3 8 ) 
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and i s related to EL, by 

IK 
(4.39) ^•~ re T m 

The values of K. for a number of spherical 
nuclei are given in Table 5. As can be seen, for a given 
interaction, they are remarkably constant. The constancy 
of K. Implies, as can be seen from (4.39) that £„ varies 
with an A ' law. He include also in Table 5 the nuclear 
matter incompressibility K . Its value differs from 
K. by A/ 100 MeV, a huge number. In K only volume effects 
contribute, whereas in K, symmetry energy, surface and 
Coulomb effects come also into play and are by no means 
negligible. It is worth mentioning that relation (4.39) 
has been rather widely misused in the literature to estimate 
the breathing mode energy by using the value of K instead 
of K.. He postpone to Subsection 4.7 a more detailed 
explanation of these results. 

4.6 - Quadrupole vibrations 

The two RPA sum-rules m, (Eq. (4.8b)) and 
»3 (Bq. 4.27a) have been calculated for a variety of forces. 
He shall use the estimate E„ = (m./m.) ' for the value of 
the energy. In the cases of 0, Pb, full RPA calculations, 
by K.F. Liu and N.V. Giai, shown in Fig. 4 [ 381 , reveal 
that the L » 2 strength shows a strong peaking within l MeV 
of E_, thereby giving some validity to the choice of this 

208 definition of E Q. (In the case of °Pb. the quantity 
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( » 1 / » _ 1 ) 1 / 2 is 2.2 NeV below the peak (38] so would be a 
less satisfactory aeasure of peak energy, at least in this 
case). 

In Table 3 we give the results obtained. 
Tbe variation of E Q A~ ' is given in Fig.S. Experimental 
systematica I 1.37 ] gives E & 63 A ~ 1 / 3 MeV, with aay be 
a slightly larger nuaber than 63 favored for heavy nuclei. 
For the reasons Motioned in the preceding Subsection we 
put special emphasis on medium and heavy nuclei. The dashed 
region on Fig.5 corresponds to 63-66 A~ ' . Also included, 
for coaparison, is the value -{TftcO , with W * extracted 
as previously froa the value of r* , which is the well 
known Suzuki-Mottelson value ( 23| . if, in Eq. (4.27b) 
we include only tbe first term and aake an estimate using 
haraonlc oscillator wavefunctions 

£&*irt (4.40) 

we recover the V2K&I result. He have checked that the esti
aate (4.4 0) for tbe kinetic energy is excellent (** 2 %) when 
coapared to H.F. results, provided that faw is adjusted 
in order to give the H.F. radius r 

One thus recovers tbe Suzuki-Mottel«on result when the 
contributions of finite range corrections, spin-orMt and 
Couloab are neglected in (4.27b) .The spin-orbit tern is 
tinny. Inclusion of the Coulomb term z (which is positive) 
lowers the quadrupole energy as expected : the repulsive 
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long range Coulomb force has its maximum efficiency when 
the nucleus is spherical. When deforming, one loses 
Coulomb repulsion. But anyhow its contribution to (4.27b) 
can also be neglected. The correction to the Suzuki-Hottelson 
result cones from the contribution of E f , n and, as can be 
seen from Table 3, different Skyzme forces [36](going fran SVI 
to SV) give for E_ values covering a rather broad range of 
energies, foi instance in lead, from 10.1 to 15.2 MeV. 
This dependence of the value of E Q on the specific inter
action used reflects thus the finite range correction 
dependence. It can be simply related to the effective 
mass m in nuclear matter ( 39,40]. If one neglects E_/T and E /T 

in front of 1, which is always verified, 4.27b reads 

^-HS>T)V%f (4.42) 

The correction term E-. /T In 4.42 can be shown to be 
approximately independent of A by using the original 
expression for the total energy E (4.18) 

and Eq. 4.19, which expresses the "1 ni "lira condition. One 
obtains 

X 3." 1 T T " 3. I T M . 4 3 ) 

To estimate T let us take (see Eq. 4.34) 
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' — J-ftt*^ -f* n W (4.44) 

' (4.45) 

has been used. Taking E/A - - 8 HeV one obtains 

M. -£f — •?• (4.46) 

T J 
and 4.43 reads 

^ . « « • * - $ r £ 
(4.47) 

E« is a volume t e n that varies, like T, 

linearly with A : If one takes a constant density nucleus of 

density ft with a sharp surface one obtains L < i o l f ï 

and finally E«/T and thus, neglecting B 7 T , 

Efi_/T appear to be independent of A. As can be seen from 

4.15 two terms contribute to E,. , one proportional to the 

integral of p x and the other to the integral of I 9fI 

(a surface term), the relative Importance of the latter with 

respect to the former decreasing with increasing A. In order 

to estimate E y < l v/T one can thus take the nuclear matter case 

for which the term disappears and one then finally 

gets 

^ > 
"J~ (4.48) 

where m is the nuclear matter effective mass. For Skyrme 

force, ^ . « f c f c ( 3 4 , • « * ) * * 

sc that a is independent of momentum. As shown in Table 6, 

Eq. 4.48 is quite well satisfied. Prom 4.42, 4.48 and 4.40 



one finally obtains : 

741. 

E^*«^ 14.49) 

In Table 3 the timbers in parenthesis, 
below the values computed using the original expression (4.27b), 
correspond to the use of (4.49). For Zr and Pb they lie very 
close to each other. For lighter nuclei (O and Ca) they differ 
appreciably. Mainly because the estimate (4.46) when used in 
(4.40) for the kinetic energy is inaccurate (one should use 
a value lower than 41 in 4.46). 

Focusing again on medium and heavy nuclei 
and using as a summary of experimental information 

v ,e£ 63-66 A - 1 ' 3 ifeV one obtains 

SU ~41-4.3 — a 0.75"- 0.tS 

On the light of this analysis, fro» all 
the interactions used only Sill is acceptable. SVT is too 
local <=-£•'1) and the other have too a big non-locality (too 

•* snail values of ~ ) . 
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4.7 - Connection biHuxn aonopola and enadrnpole ettargles 

Given tas schematic fora of Skyxae-type 

forces, a relation between the hlndlng energy (E/a) , Feral 

i ri an M in k_, 1 nmapreaat bl 11 ty K and effective 

can be derived for nuclear natter (4lJ 

(4.50) 

where V Xst ̂  * S a m e caution is necessary concerning 

this relation. Zt does not necessarily reflect a physical property 

of nuclear natter bat is âne to the reduced •"»"»•»*• of teens of 

the Skyrae Interactif* (4.71. it constitutes a possible 

limitation c£ tne parsaetrizatloa (4.7) since, if jmrwfllmj as 

usual (B/Al and k_ are mm—iirt to be given, e.g. by the 

seaieapirlcal aass formula, then (4.so) shows that, for fUced r » 

K and a cannot be chosen independently. Whether this represents 

a severe limitation coapared to a realistic force or not rewaing 

to be shown. 
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Since X, in finite nuclei determines the 

monopole energy E~ (Eq. 4.39 ) and Et-fc /T the quadrupole 

energy E A (Eq. 4.49) it is not surprising that a finite nucleus 

version of (4.SO) can be obtained, equation that will relate 

Ej. and R_. Me proceed sow to its derivation. Me combine the 

four equations 4.18 (with A = 1), 4.19, 4.22 and 4.27b to 

eliminate the three quantities Eg , E f, and Ep and obtain 

the relation 

where 

M * - l T + f ^ . (4.52a, 

1S 
(4.S2M 

neglecting E which is very snail compared to T, it is clear 

that H and H appearing in (4.52) are practically interaction 

independent, as far as every interaction does give the s«*ae 

binding energy E and radius r Q. Inserting standard values 

E/A = - 8 HeV, T/E=* - 9/4 , r 0=r 3.95 A
1 / 3 and neglecting 

E and E » equation (*.S1) reads 

ÇL*A\\-*)£>\?MA'Sl) "» C4.S31 

Me note that multiplying (4.SI) by A 2 ' 3 we obtain a relation 

which is practically independent of A. It is illustrated in 

Pig.7 where Y is taken as a parameter and typical values of 
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j aie considered. The. rta^twd regions correspond to the 

experimental values discussed before i.e. *-n— 80-86 A - 1 ' 3 

HeV and ZQS£ 63-66 A ~ 1 / 3 MeV. 

remarks concerning tais figure are is 

order ; 

I) all currently ased interactions give en upward shift for the 

monopole energy with respect to the value 2fca>. Sowever, for 

values of 1 lower than 2/3, a downward shift can be obtained. 

Bote that these are density dependent interactions, thus 

upward shifts are not a consequence of density dependence. 

II) the effective in«v« m*/m °f the s*st of Skyrae forces 

(JT » 1) displayed in the figure vary between 0.38 and 0.95 

and consequently the single particle spectra given by these 

forces are extremely different (see Pigs. 5 and » of Kef.(36ii 

•evertheless their aonopole energies are very close. Thus 

it is misleading to discuss monopole properties in terms 

of single-particle level densities, 

ill) none of tbe interactionsconsidered falls in the emmuuu 

«tasrted 'expérimental" region of E_, and E_. 

Vet. us now show more explicitly that (4.S1) 

is tbe finite nucleus version of (4.50). Starting from (4.SI) 

neglecting E and E_ compared to T, using (4.48) and 
-** 2. 

T 3 T .5 X k~ 

one recovers (4.50) with (B/A)^ and Kjn replaced by (E/A) A 

and K-, the subscript A and ns denoting finite nucleus and 

nuclear matter values respectively. He may also write Eqs. 

(4.50) and (4.Si) in the equivalent form 
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Equation (4.SI) is a quadratic relation between EL, and £_ ; 

remrmhrrtnj that E^^^T and K

0 " " ï ^ i* is clear that a linear 

relation (Eq. 4.54) anst connect E and ss/m*. Let as hsrafver 

I'tilini I that Eq- 4.S4 for 1 = an is exact in the model we 

are using (interaction given by Eq. 4.7) whereas for i ** A it 

has been obtained using sente approximations that have been 

previously discussed. Eq. 4.54 for the finite nucleus case is 

illustrated oa Pig.8, where the dashed regions bave the same 

neanUng as before (experiment). The experimentally favored 

region is located around "td 1/3, K-i^ 150 MeV and 

m*/m — 0.8. Sobstracciag Eq. 4.54 for i = h from i = tm and 

using <S/A) A =» - 8 MeV, <£/**„. » - 15 HeV, one obtains 

ftj- _ K zz 63(1+4) MeV 

which relates tfee lncompresslbility of a finite nucleus to the 

nuclear natter one. In particular, it explains the systematic 

differences obtained previously (see Table 5) in these two 

quantities. The compression modulus, in analogy to the energy 

per particle, is a quantity that does not go continuously from 

large nuclei to nuclear matter : neglectlag earface, Coalomto 

and symmetry energy effects makes a disoontlisEOSLS charge on it 
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When using the experimentally favored 
values f~ 1/3 and K^cf 150 MeV, one obtains via (4.55) 
K Ci 230 MeV, similar to the value for K „ given by some nm ' nm J 

realistic forces and also close to the value determined in 
Ref.[42] . 

Finally, let us mention that using (4.55) 
and (4.39) one can simply estimate the monopole energy E„ for 
all the forces considered by 

P -. * /ft»-*3»?))* 
(4.56) 

The values obtained in this way, with r = 0.95 A , are given 
in Table 3 in the second row in parenthesis. They reasonably 

1/2 
reproduce the calculated RPA (m,/ir.,) values for medium and 
heavy nuclei. Equations (4.56) and (4.49) constitute thus, in 
the model of interactions of the form (4.7), a quick and 
reasonable way to estimate E„ to E- directly from the nuclear 
matter parameters K and m*. 

c nm 
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5. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION, LIMITATIONS AND RELIABILITY 
OF MOMENTS GIVEN BY THE RPA WITH EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS 

^ wm 

As shown in the previous sections, various moments 
of the strength function can be calculated using effective 
interactions fitted to describe ground state properties. We shall 
address ourselves here to the problem of the adequacy of such 
interactions in predicting properties like the moments, expected 
to be also strongly dependent on the wavefunctions of excited 
states. As a first step in this direction we will study some 
correlations between the form of the interaction and the moments, 
and in particular we will consider ths influence of discontinuities 
and singularities in the forces on the convergence of their 
associated moments. Another problem to be discussed is that of 
the reliability of RPA in predicting moments and in particular 
two aspects : i) whether the divergence of some exact moment 
implies that of its RPA approximation and reciprocally and ii) 
discrepancies between experimental and RPA negative k moments. 

Most of these questions cannot be answered in 
full generality so that this section will be devoted to their 
study in specific examples for which exact solutions can be worked 
out. We start discussing the Coulonb potential in atoms to examine 
che effect on the moments of singularities in the potential. 

S.1 - Coulomb potential (atoms) 

This example has been considered previously 
by many authors (see e.g. Refs I 15,43,44] ) . 

We consider a Haniiltonian : 
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and a collective operator 

Explicit calculation gives 

<?f =« £, **' C5.3) 

which is just the generator of translations along the z axis. 

The well known Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule follows from : 

The operator Q, can be easily obtained noticing that due to the 

translational invariance of the two body Coulomb interaction 

ft*1> (5.5) 

so that 
Ï 

^.&lw*,*i-H%% ...» 
and 

v-i<o,[O vOJ/o>-i (£JZ<°\A&<>> ( 5. 7 ) 

where the g.s. was taken to be spherically symmetric. Prom 

Poisson's equation : 

AiV(ti)--Jfr^tfr(
r') , 

(S.8) 
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p being the proton density of the atomic nucleus. Substituting 
this into Eg. (5.7) gives 

n\ _ ..... 
(S.9) 

V Î ^ jfr^?-',>d'r 

where P e is the electronic density. If in particular we 
further assume the nucleus to be point like, this reduces to 

/ , zr i^L. p (*) 
r* (?•"•)* ~s «* » e ' (s.io) 

Some conclusions can be drawn from these expressions : i) m, is 
finite, as it also was for Skyrme forces, even though the 
Coulomb potential for a point nucleus is divergent at r-f 0. 
ii) m. is given by the expectation value of a one body operator, 
Eq. (5.7), and thus is quite model independent. As shown by 
(5.10) it depends only on the total electronic density at the 
origin. If it were measured, useful information on the total 
electronic density at r = 0 would be obtained. 

Problems with divergences begin with the m. 
moment, which is given by 

2 

"» t.]~4 J J { 5 n 

r 1 and if in particular the nucleus is taken to be point like 
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whose one body terms, give 

•m2" J W * J (5.13) 

which is divergent due to the r ~f 0 singularity, and 60 m. (p.n) 

is infinite. However, if the nuclear size is kept finite dU/dr 

remains also finite when r-> 0 and m. is finite, as can bt-. seen 

from (5.11). This is an example of how the singularities of 

U appear in the moments. Clearly high k moments are very 

sensitive to the form of the potential and extreme care will be 

required when making approximations leading to simple effective 

interactions if a realistic behaviour of the high k moments is 

to be preserved. 

The convergence properties of m, are also of 

interest : the operator Q, is given by : 

Q3— ̂  Z *tTf7Z + ï**fr* r ' -r^ fr, a,- > 
•* *» i s . t ' » ' (5.14) 

and 

*-àJ**>i****y V*, * 
(5.15) 

for a spherically symmetric ground state. This is finite if the 

Coulomb potential U is not singular. However, for a point nucleus 
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(5.16) 

which is again divergent. 
It is interesting to remark that here we have 

a very simple example of the different sensitivity to two body 
correlations of odd and even moments already discussed in Sect. 3.1 : 
while the expressions of m , au, m.,... involve expectation values of two 
body operators, those corresponding to nL.su.au... reduce to expectation 
values of one body operators and are comparatively much less 
model dependent. In fact this exceptional simplicity is due 
to the translational invariance of V and to the particular 
choice of 0, which determine that the only part of H relevant 
in this problem is one body. 

To stress the importance of the choice of the 
collective operator, we summarize now the results obtained with 
Q = ^T r. and a point nucleus 

< ? , - **t 

I 
tVj.-f 

(5.17) 
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so that ' — 

' * V IS* 

This second expression can be further s impl i f ied using the 

v i r l a l theorem. As painted out In Sect. 4 , fro» ^ Q 2 ) " 0 the 

v i r l a l r e su l t fo l lows . In t h i s example : 

<T> + 1 <V4V>-0 ( 5 . 1 9 , 

Substituting t h i s into (5.18) 

~l,= I i <OlTIO> (5.20) 
• * * * » 

which is again the expectation value of a one body operator. 
It is finite and quite model independent. It is also interesting 
to stress that experimental knowledge of m, fag Q « r 2 «m»ig*"» 
information on the total electronic kinetic energy. 

The m. moment is given by the expectation 
value of Q_ , and contains terms like lo } , i.e : 

/ | l W j A 

so that it is still convergent. The m s moment is given by 

-n r--i<oir^,QJ/o> ( 5 . 2 I ) 
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and is clearly divergent, as it contains terms like 

i 
and terms in the relative coordinates with the same structure 
and divergent behaviour. Thus, use of Q = 5T r* instead 
of Q = 1 ^ shifts the first divergent moment from 
k » 4 to k = 5. 

These results have direct implications for 
the nuclear problem, as the nuclear Hamiltonian also contains 
a two body Coulomb term. He see that if the protons are taken 
to be point like the m, moments of the monopole (and also 
quadrupole, as can be easily checked) operator and the m. moment 
of the dipole operator will always diverge. These divergences 
will however disappear if the finite extension of the proton 
charge is taken into account, so that the singularity in the 
potential disappears. Again this shows the sensitivity of k ̂  4 
moments to small simplifications in the interaction, wMle au 
appeals to be much less dependent on these. 

Finally, we remark that other potentials, 
such as Hulthen and Yukawa, with the same singular behaviour 
at t-> 0 lead to divergences in the same m k moments that the 
Coulomb potential. Explicit expressions for their w, ncment can be 
worked out as done for the Coulomb case; it is interesting to 
notice that for Yukawa forces the m, corresponding to Eq. (5.7) 
has also a very simple expression : 

i .1 
m± (£) Ul<olU\0>+4?Tf (of) 

*"*" < l * « M r (5.22) 
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where at" Is tbe range of the force. 

5.2 - One dimensional square well 

Tbe previous example shows how divergences in 
the interaction make some moments also divergent. Ne study 
here tbe one dimensional square well potential» where the 
effect on the momentsof discontinuities in tbe potential can 
be seen. This exemple will also be useful to discuss later the 
properties of the moments of nuclear interactions with a hard 
core. 

Let us consider a particle moving in a one 
dimensional square well 

if /«/<«. 
/*/>«». (5.23) 

c-v. *f 

2 
and the moments associated to Q « x . He discuss tbe one 
dimensional problem for simplicity as it can be seen that tbe 
same conclusions on moment divergences apply to the three 
dimensional case (case of a deuteron with a two-body square 
well force). 

The study of the limit Vo-*O0 is particularly 
simple because the elgenstates can be obtained analytically. 

2 Since Q » x and the ground state is an even function, only 
even eigenstates will give non vanishing contributions to the 
strength function. Writing eigenfunctions and eigenenergies 

t 
J 
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where 

the following expression for the moments is obtained 

68. 

(S.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 
*=< 

from which it can be seen that moments up to m_ are 
finite, whereas •, and higher are divergent. In m, this is due 
to the non convergence of the series : 

J z 
whose terms when n -* eo are of order n*, clearly a very slow 
divergence. 

These results can be confirmed, and extended 
to finite V , using the sun rule expressions for the a. . From 

o S £ V - — «v- (S6"*)**(**+>) 
27) 
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we find 

V ^ V > 
* * - ^ 

*1 < (2»rii/> 

(5.28) 

The fourth and higher aoaents are divergent 
for any V . This can be seen fro» the expression of Q, and 
noticing that a. will involve teras which are 
Infinite. Clearly this is a genera* .-esult : delta type discon
tinuities iaply always divergent ».. 

The divergence of », when V = &* follows 
also froa Eq.(3.2) and the expression (5.27) of Q,, as its 
second term is linear in V . Notice that the value of ••, in this 

o 3 
case may appear to be ambiguous : for an infinitely high wall 

and the second term in a., Eg.(5.28), vanishes even 
when V0-*t*» , giving apparently a finite » 3, proportional to 
/ T ) . This shows that the liait v -*«o must be taken before 
^ f o 

and not after the evaluation a.. The origin of this apparent 
ambiguity can be better understood using Eq. (3.63) for « 3-
When the walls are infinitely high, the .second derivative 

is discontinuous at *J_ = 0 : when one expands 
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the wavcfunction (^> 0) it becoaes non zero in regions where the 

potential is infinite and E(n) =•» ; if instead the 

wavefunction is contracted ( •£< 0) that 

Eto) remains finite, so that necessarily E'Ce) is discontinuous 

at a » 0 (tote that E'(•) is also discontinuous). 

As shown by this exaaple, the presence of an 

Infinite wall in the potential makes a, infinite (remark that 

one infinite wall is enough to aake Q, divergent), a result 

of âirect relevance for problems where the two body nuclear 

interaction is taken to bave a hard core. Such singularity will 

aake the true a, divergent, and consequently the finite -s, 

obtained with effective interactions coming from a hard core 

potential would be useless. It can be argued however, that even 

in this case, as shown by this exaaple, the divergence of a. 

is very slow (as n*) and hopefully the low energy part of the 

strength function, i.e. the one usually aeasared, will not 

be too sensitive to the height of the wall, so that effective 

interactions can possibly give a good description of the low 

energy part of the strength function even if they fail to 

reproduce its high energy tail. 

This last argument can be very schematically 

checked using again the square well potential and looking at 

the variation with V of the non divergent accents. Moments 

with low k (k .£ 0) will be aainly determined by the low energy 

part of S(E), while high k aoaents will have dominant contributions 

from the E-**» tail, so that if the above argument is correct 

the changes in VQ should leave the low k aoaents almost 

unchanged. To make the exaaple closer to the situation with 
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effective interactions, the size of the well, a, can be adjusted 
so that for each V the size of the g.s. wavefunction, i.e. 
its r.a.s. radioSjis kept constant. Following this ansatz, 
the aoaents for different values of V Q and a tv

0=«* = 3 fa, 
are given in Table 7. The results confira that a is ancn less 
sensitive than a, to changes in V (The a, nnarnt is constant 
as iaplied by the ansatz). Thus it is the high energy part 
of the strength function that is aost sensitive to the hard 
core, while fie low energy part is not too affected. It is 
also wortii noticing that, doe to the high sensitivity of 
the width to V , one experts tl-at if the two body interaction 
contains a hard core, the width predicted by effective inter
actions will not be too reliable. 

lie ooaaent finally on the behaviour of aoaents 
for other choices of Q : 
1) for any choice of Q (continuous function of x), the diver

gence in m4 due to the discontinuity in V, reaains. 
2) the choice Q - x is UK> snalog of the dipole collective 

operator without isospin dependence. In this case Q is an 
odd function of x, so that the contributions to the 
strength function rone froa odd states. Pox infinitely 
high walls, tiba? aoaents are given by 

•n. ^fcj^ZW 
(5.291 

which is again divergent at k = 3 due to teras of order n* in 
the series. The expressions obtained fror sua rules are : 
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(5.30) 

and their values for the same V and a as in the case Q = x , 
are given in Table 7. It can be seen that the general trends 
and divergences are the same in both cases, contrarily to the 
results obtained with Coulomb forces. 

From the table and formulae above, we find 
that, for both Q = x2,x, the lowest state with any strength 
accounts for almost all of the total strength available ; for 

2 Q = x , only about 4 % lies in other states, mostly in c state 
with energy three times that of the strong state ; for Q = x, 
only 3 t is found at an energy five times that of the strong 
state. Clearly it is possible to find a range of other square 
wells that will simulate a given square well in the sense of 
reproducing the strength and energy of the strong state, with 
no other strength nearby. These wells will have different 
distributions of high energy fragments of strength, so will 
show large differences in the higher moments. Suppose that the 
given well has V 0 =&», then the true m 3 =oo. From the table, 
one sees that not only can one find finite square wells that 
reproduce the strong state, but, for appropriately chosen 
wells (of V Q £ SO MeV), the m 2 value takes on a more physical 
role in the sense that the energy E, = m./m. is a good 
approximation to the energy of the strong state. This illus
trates that the higher moments of an effective interaction 
can be of more physical significance than the moments of the true 
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3) As pointed out before, the above examples can be put in the 
more realistic framework of the deuteron problem. This is 
specially useful when discussing the role of isospin e-.chanqe 
forces, as we do now : still in one dimension, we consider the 
motion of a neutron plus proton system interacting through a 
force 

v^v w (x ) + v H 6<;p x (5.31) 

where x is the relative coordinate. Let us study the moments of 
a collective isovector dipole operator 

Gt-^iW-^to) (5.32, 

The isospin dependence of both 0 and V lead to a potential con
tribution to Q, ("enhancement* term) linear in V_, while there 
is no contribution from V w. This "enhancement" term makes 0, 
divergent as V H-*0° , and thus m_ will also diverge. This shows 
one important qualitative difference with the previous cases : 
the potential appears sooner in the series of the 0 's for 
isovector than for isoscalar operators, and correspondingly its 
associated divergences appear in lower moments in the isovector 
than in the Isoscalar cases. 
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Another example of this behaviour is that of 
the Skyrme force. For isovector 0, the Q, contains terns with 
S forces, so that r>2 which is proportional to <Q,> is 
already divergent. 

Although the above examples are only indicative, 
some rather general conclusions can be derived from them : 
i) divergences in the moments appear when the forces are either 
discontinuous or singular. These divergences appear sooner for 
isovector than for isoscalar modes. A hard core gives 
divergent m, for isovector modes, ra, for isoscalar modes. 

ii) the high energy tail of the strength function is likely to 
be much more sensitive than its low energy part to the presence 
of a hard core or other singularities in the interaction. Fixing 
the size of the g.s. wavefunction (its r.m.s. radius) restricts 
considerably the sen itivity of the moments to changes in the 
shape of the forcr. 

iii) one may hjve some confidence in that even if the n-n 
interaction has a hard core, the m. given by effective inter
actions without such core might provide a useful description 
of the low energy part of the strength function. 

lv) forces without hard core give finite m, for isoscalar 
operators, implying a much faster decrease of the tail of the 
strength function for isoscalar than for isovector modes. 

v) the values of m, in atoms are remarkably model independent, 
and contain useful information : with 0 » /*i , au determines 
the total electronic density inside the nucleus, with Q "2Tr; , 
m. determines the total kinetic energy. 
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5.3 - Examples of potentials with non diverging moment series 

The examples previously discussed were meant to 
show explicitly that for given H and Q, the moments are not neces
sarily finite for all k. The divergencies found were closely related 
to discontinuities or singularities in the potential. Conversely 
nte might ask whether wall behaved potentials will give moments 
finite for all k or not. To illustrate this point, we consider 
here two examples : 1} the harmonic oscillator potential, 
li) a one dimensional potential of the type V = - vJicha*)2. 

First we discuss the harmonic oscillator 
potential. As is well known, for Q - £ r 2, vil Q-TM , and 
H a one body hannonlc oscillator hamiltonian, the transition strength 
is non vanishing only for states Iftui , viz l)(tu , above the 
ground state, thus the moments are all finite and given by s 

* < 5 - 3 3 ) 

«v* (to/-* if «-£* 
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The second example corresponds to the veil 
known potential 

whose ground state wavefunction is [491 

C5.35) 

with a normalization constant. Choosing Q "= x, the Q are given 
by : 

V-^fr^Tl^^ 
(5.36) 

thus, since V(x) and its derivatives have no singularities for 
finite x, and the sane is true for "fc . the only divergencies in 
the sv can coae from the I"!-*** asymptotic behaviour. However, 
it is iaeediate to see that 
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- . ? - * , < 5 - 3 7 > 

so that the convergence and flniteness of the integrals appearing 
in the evaluation of the nu are clearly guaranteed for all k. 
To sutnarize : for one body potential-- it seems that a sufficient 
condition to have all the rv finite, is an asymptotic decrease 
in V, and in ^ , at least of exponential type, and the absence 
of singularities in Vtx) and its derivatives at finite x. 
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Moaents as calculated In sect. 4 involve a 

second apprcxijsation in addition to the use of effective instead 

of true interactions, that is, the use of RPA matrix elements 

and energies instead ot the exact ones. Clearly both approxi

mations are inseparable, because the effective interactions 

are explicitly constructed to be usnd only j-n a Hartree-Fock 

description of ground states and, as seen in sect. 3 (and in 

the standard TCHF derivation of RPA), this leads naturally to 

use of RPA for excited collective states and rum rules. Thus, 

the question is whether this effective interaction plus BF-RPA 

model is adequate or not to give reliable estimates for the 

moments. As remarked before the answer is positive for the m 1 

moments, because, as shown e.g. in Eqs. (4.8), these are given 

by g.s. properties reproduced by the effective interactions. 

The previous examples show that the », are also in most cases 

dependent on properties like one body densitias (Eq. S.9) and 

energies (5.20)(5.28) that are also reasonably predicted by 

Hartree-Fock calculations, so that 1'. is likely that if the 

true two body interaction does not have a hard core, the effec

tive m } give also good estimates of the true ones. 

Higher moments have been shown to be quite 

sensitive to singularities and discontinuities in the forces, 

so that they will be difficult to estimate reliably in any model. 

He may expect the convergence properties of m. tRPA) to be the same 

as those of the shell-model since collective effects will not 

cause any redistribution of strength at large energies. This 

expectation is shown explicitly by the "separable model* in which 

A,B have the forms A - ç_ • HQQT, B « igg*. where A is a coupling 

parameter and £ is the diagonal matrix of partlcle-ho!« énergie. 

Kith these forms. It is easily shown that * k(RPA) for odd k Is 
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a linear combination of «^ (shell-model) a Q T £* S w 4 t h * < k-
Thus, if the true ». diverge at a lower value of k than the 
shell-model m,. (because of the two-body correlations in the wave-
function), then the convergence properties of m^ (RPA) will differ 
froa those of the true a^. 

Another problen is that of the reliability 
of the RPA estimates of the very low k aoaents. Por very lew V, 
the EV are completely dominated by the contribution of the 
lowest collective state, and thus this problem reduces to that 
of the reliability of RPA in reproducing energies and transition 
probabilities of these states. Calculations available in the 
literature, using effective interactions similar to those 
discussed here (38,45,46) show a rather good 
agreement with experimental energies and transition rates of 
states of well defined collective character. Thus, e.g. for the 
2* state at 4.07 MeV ir. 2 0 8 P b , Bertsch-Tsai I 45) obtain 5.4 HeV and 
5.2 MeV with Skyrme forces I and II, while Liu C46) with another 
force also of Skyrme type oovains 5.6 MeV. All three forces 
give transition rates of 7 Heisskopf units, compared with an 
experimental value of 8 Heisskopf units. Although this agreement is 
quite satisfactory, the discrepancy in the energies alone : 
*N/ 1.4 MeV over 4 MeV will induce in the contribution to the m , 
moment a difference between the RPA and the experimental values 
of n/60 «, showing the great sensitivity of these low k moments 
to small inaccuracies in the eigenenergies. It has been pointed 
out in another context ( 6) that various theories 
of collective motion give collective masses proportional to 

! 
> 
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[ih-ifto-t/ (RPA) , With present accuracy of the latter, this 
puts a rather severe restriction on the reliability of 
quantitative results given by these theories. It c -ould be stressed 
tawever that as expected froca Eq.(3.10) the ratios of low k aoaents 
almost coincide with the energy of the low collective state 
(or powers of it), and thus they wil1 be predicted with higher 
accuracy than the moments theaselves. 

The case of nuclei with various low lying collec
tive states of same spin and parity is of special interest. As 
a warning on the importance of possible configurations not 
appropriately included in RPA, we consider now the case oi the 
0 state of O, which is known to contain appreciable 4p-4h 
components. The data for the three 0 levels known experimentally 
is given in Table 8 , together with their contributions 
to various moments. For comparison the values for the total 
m. given by S H I are also shown. The conclusions are rather 
clear : while the SPA values of the k ̂  0 sanntt are not 
appreciably saturated by these low lying states, their contri
bution to the negative k aoaents is decisive and, specially for 
a_ 3, the RPA estimates are quite unreliable. This is even aore 
reaarkable given that the fora factors for excitation of these 
states by inelastic electron scattering have all very siailar 
shapes (their absolute Magnitudes are determined by the monopole 
matrix element), showing the existence of a common lp-lh 
component (doorway), and furthermore these shapes are in very 
good agreement with that of the fora factor of the doorway state 
constructed froa the m, sua rule [471 • 

Thus, although in this case the RPA seems likely to describe 
correctly the structure of the doorway monopole state, due to j 
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the mixing of this doorway with aore complicate configurations 
(aalnly 4p-4h) the RPA estimates of the k < 0 moments are 

unreliable. This iU of particular interest for the 
•_ x moment as it laplies that' dissipation through 4p-4h 
configurations reduces almost? by a half the incompresslbility 

t of O estimated froa constrained Hartree-Pock calculations 

1 
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6. STOWAKY AMD CONCLUSIONS 

Expansions of integral properties of the strength 

function in terns of its moments have been stis*S?.<*ï systematically, 

considering their convergence properties and various improved 

prescriptions for truncated developments. In particular, we have 

presented a new justification of the usually called "iaproved 

closure* expansions, in terms of developments in decreasing, rather 

than increasing moments, which makes the expansions sore likely 

to converge. A similar study for the response function has shown 

tnat only the odd moments appear in a natural way in a dynamical 

description of the nucleus ; we have therefore focused our attention 

on these. It has been shown however, that from knowledge of a few 

of the» it is possible to impose strong bounds on the values of 

their even neighbours. 

The previous expansions have lead us naturally 

to the problem of the evaluation of odd Moments using sum rules. 

These have been discussed in the frame of SPA. The two theorems 

already known for the evaluation of the m . and m , moments have 

been shown to reflect the same relationship between RPA and HF 

approximation. The case of m 3 has been considered in detail. 

Tt-5 theorems for moments Already known for density independent 

interactions have been appropriately generalized to density 

dependent forces in order to include consistently rearrangemeni-

effects in the HP and RPA equations and in the sum rules. In 

particular it has been shown that the well known theorem due 

to Thouless for the plus one energy weighted sua rule will 

remain valid if the density operator commutes with the 
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collective operator generating tbe strength function, bot not 

otherwise. 

Tbe above results have been applied to the 

evaluation of tbe energies cf the isoscalar Monopole and quadru-

pole resonances with forces of tbe Skyrme type. Analytical 
•3 

expressions for these derived froa the ratio of moments —- have 
•ï 

been obtained, and lead to 

i) explicit f o n d a s for tbe incoourressibilities of finite 

nuclei, 

Li) a derivation of tbe well known VTnMf expression for tbe qua-

dropole energy, uni __a analytic expression relating this 

quantity to tbe effective mass in nuclear Matter 

ill) an explicit connection between tbe Monopole and quadmpole 

energies corresponding to a given force, i.e. both values 

are shown to be not independent in the Skyrme-Bartree-Fock 

•odd. 

Finally, the last section has been devoted to 

the study cf the reliability of RPA moments calculated with 

effective forces. It has been shown that Boments are very sensi

tive to singularities in tbe two body potential, so that e.g. a 

hard core makes the », T I T lit divergent for tbe usual isoscalar 

operators. Osing staple examples it has been proved however that 

probably the finite m^ obtained froa ,i/ective interactions can 

give a reliable estimate of tbe low energy' part of tbe strength 

function, tbws being in practice quite useful. Me have compared 

also in specific examples the 2PA m , and •__ movents with 

experimental data, showing that tbe theoretical estimate can be 
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quite inaccurate, and that specially in light nuclei other degrees 
of freedom (may be 4p - 4h) not explicitly accounted for .'n RPA 
are likely to be very important in describing accurately the 
strength function of these systems. 

. J 
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H.F. B.O. 

1 6o ?.e 2.8 

«Ca 2.0 0.8 
9 0Zr 0.6 0.3 

2 0 8 P b 0.2 0.1 

Table 1 - Values of ir/rQ 

Bl K 3 °"»ax 
16o 28.2 34.5 9.9 
4 0Ca 25.6 28.5 6.3 
»°Xr 22.1 23.4 3.8 

2 0 8 P b 16.9 17.9 2.9 

Table 2 - Values of two average Monopole energies 
and upper bound for the width of the 
giant Isoscalar resonance given by SIII 
(all quantities in MeV). 



8VI 

16„ 34.7 
(41.6) 

20.3 
(23.6) 

SXII 

34.5 
(40.6) 

22.1 
(26.3) 

311 

33.8 
(39.6) 

24.5 
(30.2) 

8IV 

33.0 
(38.0) 

26.6 
(33.6) 

32.1 
(36.1) 

flV 

29.0 
(37.2) 

K* 

29.4 
(36.1) 

23.4 
(29.5) 

E„ I E„ 

t 27.0 i 23.0 
(35.8>î (29.1) 

I 

40 Ca 
28.5 
(30.1) 

17.7 
(19.4) 

24.4 
(26.5) 

19.2 
(21.7) 

i 

23.5 J 19.5 
(26.4)1 (21.4) 

t 
i 

90 Zr 

208 Pb 

23.4 
(23.0) 

14.4 
(14.8) 

19.9 
(20.3) 

15.9 
(16.6) 

18.2 

(17.7) 

10.1 

(10.0) 

17.9 

(17.4) 

11.1 

(11.2) 

17.2 

(16.8) 

12.4 

(12.9) 

17.0 

(16.2) 

13.8 

(14.3) 

16.5 

(IS.4) 

15.2 

(15.6) 

15.1 

(15. » 

12.2 

(12.5) 

19.6 , 16.« 
(20.1)J(16.4) 

I 
15.0 I 12.7 i 

(15.2)K12.4) 

Tabla 3 - Enargiaa (In MaV) of laoacalar monopola and quadrupola rasonancaa 



r 112 . 

<d .d ' ) («f^M 
_ Orsay I 32) CrOnlngen J33J 

** r \ r 
(rf.t/1) (e,e*> 

Texas(34 I SendaiJ35| 

40, Ca 20 

eo Xr 17 

35 

4 
144. 

MSl b 13.2 2.5 13.9 2.5 

14.2 2.5 

13.5 3 

17 

Tabla 4 - Experimental values of energies and widths 
of the Isoscalar aonopole resonance (in MeV) 

«°C. 9 0 X r 
243 
175 
164 

Pb Unclear Matter 
SIII 

1 
RT 

224 
164 
ISO 

9 0 X r 
243 
175 
164 

241 356 
172 263 
163 252 

Table 5 IncoapressibilIties I (in MeV) for different 
forces 
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svx six: 
0 1.22 1.42 
Ca 1.37 
2r 1.34 
Pb 1.09 1.31 

iwclaar 
•attar 1.0S 1.31 

SII 
1.73 

1.65 

1.73 

SIT SV ET 
03 2.38 1.65 1.S8 

1.62 1.59 
1.60 1.S8 

99 2.37 1.57 1.S6 

13 2.62 1.64 1.60 
*V 

Tabla 6 - Values of 'fia • 1 



-1 11 !L i h 
2.306 97.S3 4309 42.23 44.16 
3.058 m T121 47.44 32.31 

1.954 m «299 49.91 64.34 
1.93 m 7373 30.0 73.40 

1.176 20.73 
1.176 20.73 

1.176 20.73 
1.176 20.73 

Tabla 7 - Pt 

~fe-*'r 
9.02 
15.31 
27.02 
33.77 

363.51 17.63 16.60 4.13 
40.3.40 17.63 19.36 3.63 
439.63 17.(3 21.22 7.93 
471.23 17.63 22.73 9.49 

Propartlaa of tha atranvth funotlona for two eholoaa of 0> and 
tha ona dimanalonal aquara wall potantlal Eq. (3.23). Tha 
paramatar a ehoaan aa axplalnad In tha taxt. 
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"o S 
wevj 

M •-3 •-1 *a •l "3 

Experiment 6.05 7.32 1.10 0.24 8.9 54. 324. 0.1 x 10 S 

(0* bound 
states) 

12.05 
14.00 

8.80 0.88 
•;.6 i.4 

0.04 
0.02 

6.4 
3.1 

77. 
44. 

933. 
610. 

1.4 
1.2 

Totals 

12.05 
14.00 

8.80 0.88 
•;.6 i.4 

0.30 18.4 175. 1867. 2.7 x 105 

Theory 
(KPA ana rales 0.02 11.5 —___ 9161. 10.8 x 10 S 

with Skyrae III) 26S*><£324 

Table 8 - :s for the 1so era1er monopole operator in 0. 
The experimental values of M and E taken from Tabl* 1, 
Bef .[481 . The theoretical «aloe of m_3 is taken from 
Bef .151 . 
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FIGURE CAFTIONS 

Plot of ( H i and 4a as functions of A . 
Points * : values of \j\\ t r o m a constrained 
Bartree-Fock calculation with the Skyrae SIII force. 
Point» 9 : values of SV* fro» the saae calcula
tion. Mo estimated error bars due to numerical 
inaccuracies are given for the points A because 
they are too saail to be visible in the figure. 
Continuous straight line : best fit to points 
corresponding t^jfij * T n e P°-nts (*) aie not 
included in the fit. Dashed straight line : deduced 
from the best fit to the j|Bf points by nnltiplying 
its slope by 4 and with the saae value at A » 0. 

2 Shaded area : allowed values of x « ( m~t/^H ) • 'Jnlf 

y " ( "«-f / "-) «n^ for fixed values of the 
•>_•» a, and a. aoaents. 

Shaded areas : values of x,y (see caption of Fig.2) 
allowed by the SPA values of the a_j, •, and », 
aoaents. points • : values of i,y derived fro* 
Bqs. (4.36), (4.37). The allowed values for Zx end 
Pb happen to be very slailar, so that the saae 
figure applies to both. Results obtained with SIII 
force. 
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Piqûre 4 Monopole and quadrupole isoscalar strength distri-

botions for I 6 0 and Pb given by the RFA calcula 

tion of Ref4 381 , «rith the Skyrme SIII force. 

Figure 5 Monopole energies EL..A ' as functions of A, tor 

Skyrme type forces s points # correspond to KBnler's 

fo(J Sa force, points * to Skyrme SII1 force [36j , 

points O to Krivine-Treiner [27j SG-0 force 

and points • are the values of the 2*ilMi estimate 

given by the harmonic oscillator model, with 7U*» , 

a* explained in the text, extracted trou the BF 

value of r . Shaded area : tentative experimental 

evidence E^.A 1' 3^ 80-86 MeV. 

Figure 6 Quadrupole energies E_ A ' as functions of A. 

Same legend as Fi$. S. 

Points At : values of the V?fciU estimate. 

Shaded area : experimental region E. A ' s£ 63 MeV. 

Figure 7 Quadrupole versus monopole energies for Skyrae 

type forces with different forms of density dependence. 

The energy unit is proportional to*' in order that, 

for a given force, values corresponding to all nuclei 

Lie practically on the same point. 

Figure 8 IncompressibUlty K A of a finite nucleus and nuclear 

matter effective mass (illustration of Eq. (4.54)). 

The shaded area represents the experimental allowed 

region, as explained in the text (see Eqs. 4.39 and 

•3.49). 
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